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CHAPTER 1 

STUDY BACKGROUND 

Vancouver's Downtown Eastside (DTES) is the historical heart of this modern port city of 

1.5 million citizens. The DTES, home to some 17,000 of the city's population, is well 

known because of its growing socio-economic struggles over the Iast several decades. 

The DTES has received local, national and international media attention specifically 

highlighting the crime, drug trade, poverty, homelessness, unemployrnent, and health 

issues- The area has been described as the poorest postal code in Canada. 

The Government of Canada, the Province of British Columbia and the City of Vancouver 

have agreed to collaborate in addressing the DTES' challenges. This project explores 

approaches to community capacity building within the context of this intergovernmental 

agreement called the Vancouver Agreement. 

Cornmunity Capacity Building 

The airn of capacity building is to develop a person's confidence, skills, and overall 

capabilities to an extent necessary to participate in activities that shape their future. 

Community capacity building (CCB) refers to an inclusive process intended to involve al1 

comrnunity members frorn business owners to non and for profit groups, setvice 

providers, governmant and non-governrnent organizations and, the residents. An 

important aspect of CCB lies in ernpowering those individuals who otherwise might not 

have the capability to participate as equals in a process. A working definition of CCB 

under the Vancouver Agreement is 



"a process whereby cornmunity rnernbers develop an awareness of their 
own and their comrnunity's problems and discover, develop and draw on 
their own cornmitment, skills and resources to address them. 
Communities demonstrate 'capacity' when members of the community 
can work together effectively, are able to develop and sustain strong 
relationships, solve problerns and collaborate effectively to identify goals 
and create change. When governments engage in community capacity 
building efforts with a comrnunity, there is an aspect of mutual capacity 
building. Both participate in a process of discovery as they seek to 
determine new and more effective ways of working together and 
supporting each other to achieve comrnon goals. The process, if it works, 
produces enduring transformations." (July 2000, CCB subcommittee draft 
document) 

The Vancouver Agreement 

The Vancouver Agreement (VA) is an initiative involving three levels of government: the 

City of Vancouver, Government of British Columbia and Government of Canada. In April 

2000, the governments signed a five-year agreement to prornote and support 

sustainable economic, social, and cornmunity development in Vancouver. The VA 

states that the three governments' "mandates, though different, are complementary, and 

al1 are directed at the same people." (VA, 2000) Historically, these differing mandates 

and jurisdictions, as well as political ideologies of the governing parties have contributed 

to the difficulty in coordinating efforts among the three levels. Independentiy, the 

governments already provide support for the well-being of Vancouver. The VA plan 

builds on those separate efforts and facilitates a cooperative and more efficient working 

relationship behveen the governments. The parties can then jointly strive to achieve the 

best possible results for Vancouver citizens. 

The first focus of the Vancouver Agreement is the DTES section of Vancouver. Before 

the VA was developed the municipal, provincial and federal governments unilaterally 

provided resources to the DTES in an effort to address the challenges facing the 



comrnunity. The three governments began discussions together in search of a rnutual 

approach- As discussions progressed, the govemments recognized their assistance, 

while focused on the DTES, couId have farther-reaching impacts on the city of 

Vancouver and ultirnately the province, setting precedence for the delivery of 

government service and programs. These program improvernents rnight act as a 

rnagnet drawing those in need to the DTES. For exarnple, if subsidised housing for low- 

incorne single people is established only in the DTES, a fairfy strong likelihood exists 

that out of necessity, low-incorne single people will end up rnoving to the DTES- 

Whereas, if similar housing opportunities were available across the province, these 

people would be less likely to relocate to the DTES. These discussions between the 

levek of governrnent ultirnately led to the development of the VA. The VA was designed 

for the whole of Vancouver with the initial focus being the DTES. 

The Downtown Eastside Strategy 

Within the VA, the DTES strategy is comprised of three elernents: 

Community Health and Safety 

Economic and Social Development 

Community Capacity Building 

When I was first investigating the idea of a project regarding the VA, I found that the 

Community Health and Safety (CHS), and Economic and Social Development (ESD) 

etements had several active subcommittees; whereas, little information was available on 

the CCB element. In fact, rnany of the initiatives under the CHS and ESD elernents had 

been in progress before the VA was signed. With this new venture the three 

governments were continuing their efforts yet in a coordinated fashion in the spirit of the 



Agreement. As with CHS and ESD elements, governments may have also been 

incorporating capacity building rneasures into their activities in the DTES, however, to 

put tangible measurement of CCB is difficult. Since the comrnunity's socio-economic 

situation showed little sign of improvement, a conscious and collaborative CCB effort 

was needed. The three governments recognized this need which was part of the irnpetus 

for including CCB as a third and equal element to the DTES strategy. It is my opinion 

that one of the reasons the CCB element was not as active from the outset of the VA 

was because governments continued working in the traditional program delivery areas in 

which existing information could be built. While the importance of tying CCB into al1 

aspects of the VA was noted, the way in which it should be done was not clear. 

With this rationale, the Project Sponsor thus suggested CCB would be an interesting 

topic for me to explore. The Project Sponsor also believed my research work could 

contribute to the development of the CCB subcomrnittee under the VA, while the CC8 

subcommittee waç in the formative stages. After doing an initial investigation, I 

confirrned that learning about the role of CCB in the VA could provide for a socially 

significant and engaging study. I then became a rnember of the CCB subcornmittee. 

The CCB component in the VA (2000) is described in the following way: 

"The importance of community input cannot be over-ernphasised. Residents of 
the Downtown Eastside, expert professionals, and those who are delivering 
programs and services al1 need to be involved at one time or another in prograrn 
planning and design. Communities in the Downtown Eastside recognize and 
value their rnulticultural and multilinguistic natures. There is respect for people, 
regardless of their situation. With this diversity comes an array of values, some 
of which conflict and compete with one another. These are challenges that the 
Comrnunity Capacity Building component should address with community 
participation and engagement. 

The following are some objectives: 



Develop and pilot new networks of communication that hetp to coordinate the 
implementation of activities and projects. 
Develop public input processes that empower the community and include 
them in the decision-making. 
Establish participation processes, which include representation from DTES 
communities, to advise the Policy Committee, and to develop proposals for 
their consideration. 
Develop opportunities for the community to consult with experts so that 
actions are based on the latest information available. 
Hold symposiums and workshops, and draw on experts as required." 

As stated in the CCB description above, the three governments agree that comrnunity 

involvement is a key factor in the implernentation of the VA. The objectives indicate 

sorne of the ways in which the municipal, provincial and federal governrnents will 

endeavour to build the cornmunity members' capacities. The three signatories to the VA 

are willing to facilitate CCB and provide resources to enable the community to actively 

and adequately engage in the activities that will shape its future. 

The governments acknowledged that CCB plays a role throughout the VA. The CCB 

subcomrnittee was tasked with creating a framework and guiding principles for reference 

by al1 committees and subcommittees under the VA. Also, the role of CCB is irnplicit in 

the language used in the DTES strategy. In the section of the VA that outlines the 

process structure, the cornmitment reads: "key stakeholders will be consulted. The 

community at large will be kept up-to-date and encouraged to participate in decisions. A 

schedule of activities, programs, and initiatives will be developed through consultation 

processes that involve the community and the three governrnents" (VA 2000). 

The goal of the DTES strategy is another example of CCB being implicit. The goal "is to 

create a healthy, safe, and sustainable community in the DTES of Vancouver. In such a 

community all organizations, from informal groups to governrnents, work effectively 

together to improve the quality of everyone's life. Sustainable communities make the 



lives of people healthier and safer now and in the future." (VA 2000) Ta achieve this 

goal of working together effectively, CCB measures will need to be put into place to 

ensure al1 parties are equally able to participate. 

Two primary committees oversee the implernentation of the Vancouver Agreement: a 

Policy Committee comprised of the federal government minister, a provincial 

government minister and the Mayor of Vancouver, as well as a Management Cornmittee 

of nine senior public offtcials, with three appointees frorn each level of g overnment. 

Under these two cornmittees are the Cornmunity Health and Safety, Economic and 

Social Development, and Community Capacity Building cornponents of the Agreement, 

each having one designated Iead person. A Working Group with Wo ofdicials from each 

government performs ongoing management of the VA. The three components are 

currentiy broken into seven subcommittees of which CCB is one. Appendix A provides 

an organizational chart of the committee structure. Although the VA "envisages that the 

community will be engaged in participation processes, O the  Policy Cornmittee will 

establish such processes" (VA 2000). This explains why the community is not included 

in the organization chart of government participants. 

In spite of the VA's goal and apparent implicit respect for the community, the absence of 

an explicitly stated commitrnent to comrnunity involvement appears to compromise the 

impIementation of the VA. If the DTES community is not actively engaged in the early 

stages of the process, how can it take ownership and participate as if the  process were 

its creation? Is there a certain point when it could be too late to get the community's 

input? What should community input look like? How might government go about 

building the community mernbers' capacities so they are able to participate? What CCB 

approaches might work for the VA? 



Project Format 

In order to explore some options for approaching CCB within the context of the VA, 1 

chose ta look at two other Western Canadian tri-partite Agreements: the 'JVinnipeg 

Development Agreement and Edmonton Econornic Development Initiative. Also, the 

theories of cornmunity organizer Saul Alinsky, cornmunity development researcher John 

McKnight and social analyst Lisbeth Schorr are examined. The theoretical frarnework 

considered is consensus building through a visioning approach. I further draw from 

qualitative data gathered by participating in and reflecting on a variety of activities. 

Significance 

By researching approaches considered to be relevant to CCB, I believe that not only a 

greater understanding of the concept will be achieved but aiso a more cornplete 

indication of options that could be transferable to the VA. The contribution of this study 

to the outcornes of the VA rernains to be determined. 



CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

This chapter presents an analysis of the literature reviewed in this study. The 

information provides a framework of community capacity building rnodels and 

experiences in other jurisdictions. These examples serve as references for community 

capacity building within the context of the Vancouver Agreement. 

Urban Development Agreements 

Urban Developrnent Agreements (UDA) are Western Canadian in origin and signed 

jointly by federal, provincial and municipal governments in Canada. The goal in each of 

these five-year Agreements is to support long-term sustainable econornic development 

initiatives. The three UDA established to date are with the capital cities of three different 

provinces. The Winnipeg Developrnent Agreement (WDA) was the first of the three 

agreements, signed in March, 1995 by the governments of Canada, Manitoba and 

Winnipeg. The Edmonton Economic Developrnent Initiative (EEDI) followed shortly 

thereafter in September 1995 and the Vancouver Agreement (VA) more recently in April 

2000. 

Each UDA is comprised of three key components geared specifically to each city. These 

components are stated in the individual agreements. Winnipeg's are: community 

developrnent and security, labour force developrnent, and strategic and sectoral 

investments (WDA, 1995). Similarly, Edmonton's elements include: strategic and 

sectoral development, community development and security, and labour force 



development (htt~://www.wd.ac.ca/en~/~os/wd/urban/wed.html). Vancouver's focus is 

cornmunity health and safety, economic and social development, and cornrnunity 

capacity building (CCB). 

Edmonton Economic Development lnitiative 

Access to information about the EEDl has been Iimited to material available on the 

lnternet through the Canadian government's outdated Western Economic Diversification 

(WD) web Iink to the EEDl site and a telephone interview with WD Alberta. 

Established in 1995, the EEDI was an agreement for the city, province and federal 

governments to work cooperatively together without specific monetary commitments 

from any party. The two prionties identified were to reduce the overlap and duplication 

of efforts between the levels of government and to work together to pioneer ways in 

which Edmonton's econornic development could be sustained (M. Allmer, personal 

communication, 2000). The outline of this lnitiative 

(http://www.wd.ac.ca/enn/~os/wd/urban/wed.tml) describes goals, principles, strategies 

and a vision for future steps. Underlying the entire EEDl Iiterature is the city's leadership 

as prime motivator and implementor of the process. 

The EEDl agreement outlined each party's role. The city was the designated agency to 

bring fonrvard projects it deemed appropriate for the Initiative as a whole to pursue. WD, 

the federal representative, would liase with other Government of Canada jurisdictions as 

appropriate. The Alberta government, although an equal signatory, piayed a less active 

role. 



As with most government programs, political will often dictates the direction in which 

resources are expended. Since the establishment of the EEDI, changes in the municipal 

and provincial govemment political leadership have resulted in a decline in commitment 

and enthusiasm in canying out the project. Since 1998 the EEDl has been at a virtual 

standstill (M. Allmer, personal communication, 2000). 

However, two significant projects can be credited to the EEDI (M. Allmer, persona1 

communication, 2000). The first project of importance was the Edmonton Capital 

Region Innovation Centre. As described on its website (htt~://www.innovation.ede.orsfl, 

the Centre "assists emerging knowledge-based businesses access the skills and 

resources they need to commercialise their products." The Centre also " strives to be 

accessible to stakeholders, clients, organizations and associations with a common 

interest in cornrnercialising technology.. . and acts as a vehicle to promote innovation in 

the community. The second project, a feasibility study, examined the potential of 

developing an art appreciation area for downtown Edmonton and led to the 

establishment of the Art and Design in Public Places Program or ADPPP (M. Allmer, 

personal communication, 2000). ADPPP1s objective is to "facilitate the acquisition and 

display of art and design" in downtown Edmonton (http://www.theworks.ab.ca/). 

CC8 was neither explicitly stated within the EEDI, nor was it a focus evident during the 

implementation phase. Because little information on the workings of the EEDl is readily 

accessible, the researcher can only comment on the involvement of the three 

governments. In Edmonton, it appears that, even at the outset, ail three governments 

did not have the same level of commitment to the project. This is evident in that the 

municipal government was designated the lead agency. The other two jurisdictions were 

"free to advocate projects" and al1 projects had to "be agreed to by al! partners" 



(http://www.wd.sc~ca/enq/pos/wd/urban/wed.htmI). Yet because there was neither the 

one hundred percent endorsement nor the joint enthusiasm from al1 parties, the full 

initiative did not have the infrastructure or support network for long-term sustainability. 

As expressed by M. Allmer (personal communication, 2000), the downside of the EEDl 

was that the Agreement was developed before key issues were agreed upon by the 

representatives of the three governrnents. I believe that the capacities of the three 

governments to work together as a team to achieve cornmon goals needed to be 

developed first. Then, with established good working relationships the EEDl would be 

better equipped to work successfully with community partners. Only once that strength 

had been gained would they be able to empower those infiuenced by the changes. 

Winnipeg Development Agreement 

Information on the Winnipeg Development Agreement (WDA) has been obtained 

through: the respective websites of the City of Winnipeg and Western Economic 

Diversification Canada, material provided to a VA delegation who visited Winnipeg in 

January, 2000, and subsequent conversations with members of that delegation. 

The WDA was atlocated $75 million. This five year cornmitment from the governments 

of Canada, Manitoba and Winnipeg was designed "to increase economic development 

and employment opportunities throughout the city" (WDA, 1995). By signing the 

Agreement, governments appeared to indicate a cornmitment to work together for Iong- 

term sustainable economic developrnent. Input from the community at large was also 

encouraged. As opposed to the experience of the city-driven EEDI, the WDA served as 

a vehicle in which al1 governments were to participate fully and equally. 



The WDA includes public consultation and participation in its principles (WDA, 1995). In 

discussions with representatives from the WDA in January 2000, the VA delegation 

leamed that CCB had not been specifically incorporated as an intent of the WDA (3rd 

party conversation), 1 believe that while consultation and participation are extremely 

important, capacity building should be an integral part of any such agreements. 

Capacity building involves the training, educating and equipping of individuals with the 

necessary skills for consultation and participation on an equal level with the government 

representatives. Often the people whorn resource providers try to reach do not have the 

capacity to be so engaged. Therefore if, as in this instance, government does not take 

the time to ensure that those impacted have the wherewithal to participate, there exists a 

danger that the whole process wilI yield ineffective results. A further consideration is that 

the consultation will not produce results that are truly reflective of the needs of the target 

population. 

VA delegates to Winnipeg indicated that with respect to capacity building the WDA 

representatives highlighted two main points. First, because capacity building was not 

officially included in the WDA, it was not adequately addressed in the irnplernentation. 

The WDA representatives commented on the negative impacts of that missing 

component. The three governments and the community did not have a mutual 

grounding in capacity building that would otherwise have enabled the parties to work 

more collaboratively together. 

The second point was that of bringing a certain amount of money to the discussion table 

at the outset. This infusion of money ended up being more of a hindrance than help. 

When dollar figures were brought into the equation of intergovernmental and community 

relationships, the concentration of efforts was focused solely on fund-distribution. 



Participants were more concerned about who would get what amount of money rather 

than looking at the best ways to resolve community issues on a sustainable basis. On 

the other hand, when government representatives came to the Winnipeg table with no 

allocated funds, discussions with the community focused on common goals. Everyone 

worked together to plan procedural steps to achieve those goals. Once the steps were 

outlined, the groups could then identify what the funding allocation should look Iike. The 

Winnipeg representatives indicated that this latter approach was more successful. 

Government officiais involved in the WDA advised the VA delegation it would be 

beneficial for Vancouver to consciously incorporate capacity building into the 

irnplementation plan. Winnipeg experienced the difficulties of either changing existing or 

setting up new guidelines and procedures after processes have already been 

established. The VA delegation learned from the WDA that ail parties, governrnents and 

community members, must first come together for a common purpose. Once a common 

purpose is agreed upon then the allocation of money can be discussed. 

Capacity building in the WDA, as acknowledged by the Winnipeg government officials, 

was a missing component. The fact that capacity building was not included in the 

agreement, or even into the work completed under the umbrella of the WDA, resulted in 

a less inclusive process. Those members of the community most affected by the 

initiatives under the agreement were considered to be inadequately involved in the 

implementation. Officials concluded that as a result, the successes were not as 

significant as they might otherwise have been. 



Common Purpose: Strengthening Families and Neighborhoods 

to Rebuild America 

In Common Purpose: Strengthening Families and Neighborhoods to Rebuild America 

(Schorr, 1997), Lisbeth Schorr looks at community-based cornmunity development. 

Schorr discusses how al1 levels of govemments and bureaucracies need to work 

together when supporting comrnunities. Too often these agencies operate 

independently, and thus yield a suboptimal outcome. A streamlining of resources would 

produce more efficient results. 

Another theme of Schorr's exists in the notion of partnerships. Partnerships between 

government and communities can create strong and effective initiatives, A community 

will achieve success when its own resources and assets becorne the basis for designing 

and irnplementing change. Schorr feels that a cornmunity will always rely on outside 

resources, such as public and private funds and professional expertise. Therefore, the 

continuity of reliable resources for stability with fewer obstacles inhibiting a comrnunity's 

evolution is important. 

Schorr examines the importance of communities and organizations being adaptive, not 

focusing exclusively on one approach to problem sofving. Historically, when only certain 

aspects of a problem or approach have been worked on, a number of other related 

issues have been neglected. As a result, Schorr believes the comrnunity as a whole has 

been overlooked. All the "broken" pieces that are still outstanding make for an 

incomplete picture. 



Comrnon Purpose also looks at "demonstration_..experiment and pilot" projects and how 

it does not work to "simply clone good ideasn (Schorr, 1997, p.24). Schorr discusses 

examples of a variety of successfuI model programs around the world pointing out that 

they are often not successfully replicated. Flexibility is key. If when replicating the 

rnodels, the cornmunity, organization, group or individual, is unable to tailor the project to 

the local needs or adapt laws, regulations or circumstances, the success rate will be 

lessened. Essentially, "people implementing programs in new settings must be able in 

fundamenta1 ways to make thern their own." (p.28) 

Furthermore, when adapting a particular model to a Iarger scale, Schorr cautions that 

these versions should not be watered-down as they then are in danger of becorning 

ineffective (p.31). Funding issues are a typicat example of what can result in the dilution 

of programs, Society is continuously faced with fiscal challenges thus cost-cutting is 

cornmonplace. When modifying any project there are risks that certain integral 

cornponents of a replication plan wilI be omitted which compromise the program's 

success. This creates additional stress on pilot projects, as there are even more barriers 

to overcome. 

When a pilot project goes wrong, the negative impacts on a comrnunity are far-reaching. 

This is particularly true in a community that has little capacity to create change on its 

own. The Otara suburb of Auckland, New Zealand faces similar challenges to that of 

Downtown Eastside (DTES) Vancouver. The title of an article in the Auckland Herald 

newspaper (February 19, 2000) captures it in a nutshell: "Leave us be Say Otara's 'lab 

ratsn. The Otara suburb faces extensive socio-economic challenges of unemptoyment, 

poverty, crime and substance misuse al1 combined with racial tensions. As in the DTES, 

governments and institutions have done numerous studies on the pIight of the 



community and tried to devise creative solutions to the problems. However, even after 

al1 the external and independent studies and resources put into these troubled areas, the 

residents justifiably feel that life for them still has not brightened significantly. Thus, the 

residents tire of being fodder for outside groups' research experirnents- Other provincial 

government employees have told me that DTES residents are leery of any studies or 

pilots imposed from the outside. The comrnunity's experience has shown they do not 

work. Residents have asserted to the outside world rnany times what they need but 

when it has corne down to actual implementation, the outside forces have independently 

determined how that change should take place. The people most affected have not 

been included in these pilots in a meaningful way. Without local ownership or buy-in, 

how can society expect success? 

"Effective neighborhood transformation requires that community-based organizations be 

able to draw on funding, expertise, and influence from outside, and that outsiders be 

able to draw on information, expertise, and wisdom that can corne only from the 

neighborhood itself." (Schorr, 1997, p.383) With respect to the capacity of the 

community, al1 parties must realize there may be a need for development in this area. 

The community may not have the appropriate structures in place to cary out its role. 

Outside forces need first, to be cognisant of this and second, willing and able to build 

capacity by assisting the people with getting the necessary tools. 

Community Organizing - Alinsky Model 

The term comrnunity organizing and the name Saul Alinsky are often considered 

synonymous. Alinsky began his career as an organizer in the latter part of the 1930s 

and continued until his death in the earty 1970s. He ied the movement to empower 



disenfranchised comrnunities throug h collective action. Alins ky strove to provide ordinary 

Arnericans with the tools to shape decisions that affect their Iives and their cornrnunities. 

In 1939 Alinsky CO-founded the Back of the Yards Neighborhood Council (BYNC). The 

BYNC was a collaboration of a variety of ethnic groups brought together to address 

particular issues of cornrnon interest. This collaborative voice commanded attention, 

forcing politicians and policy makers to take notice and Iisten. As a group of significant 

size rather than a few individuals, concerns of the BYNC had greater impact, which 

could not be ignored. 

Alinsky believed that cornmunity organizations had to be based on local democracy as 

opposed to outside authority. An Alinsky-trained organizer works as a consultant from 

outside the community and searches out indigenous leaders from within. At the 

meetings organizers facilitate while local people lead and participate. This process 

becarne a means for empowering the locals and building their capacity. 

Conflict played an intentional and integral role in Alinsky's work. He believed the only 

way to overcome the inertia that exists in most cornrnunities was to "rub raw the 

resentrnents of the people in the community" (Alinsky, 1971, p.116). Alinsky insisted 

that al1 cornmunity rnernbers be a part of the fight, frorn the rank and file to the leaders of 

the organizations. Victories won through smaller-scale conflicts were considered to build 

confidence and give people a sense of power, which trained them for future active 

participation. 

Alinsky strove to give people a sense of participation and belonging, a key factor in CCB. 

He also recognized the need for citizens to have ownership. Alinsky did not concentrate 

on the individual but rather the coming together of individuals to form an empowered 



collective. That group would then have the strength and the capacity to stand up for 

themselves and pursue what is of integral importance to thern. 

In looking at Alinsky's rnodel I noted that rnany of the organized groups, after coming 

together and tackling their specific causes, eventually disbanded. Once the joint focus 

was eliminated, the collective did not appear to have reason to stay together. This leads 

me to wonder about the independent capacities of the individuals in that collective and 

the long-term effects on the community. By 'winning' specific fights the people had 

gained the tools with which to tackle new challenges. As a group the people becarne 

empowered yet, had the individual's capacities actually been enhanced? Were these 

citizens, when acting outside the group environment, able to function as individuals with 

that same type of confidence and knowledge? Or, was it the strength from the coliective 

that yielded the results? Were the people in the community more self-sufficient as a 

resuit of the organizing efforts, or had they becorne dependent upon the rotes of the 

leaders? 

John McKnight Model 

Cornmunity developrnent ideologies are often associated with John McKnight's asset- 

based approach (http://www.nwu.edu/lPR'peoplelrncknight.htrnI). McKnight has been 

involved in a variety of research projects and in his present capacity at Northwestern 

University in Evanston, Illinois serves as: Professor of Communication Studies and 

Education and Social Policy, Director of Cornrnunity Studies, lnstitute for Policy 

Research, and Co-Director, Asset-Based Cornrnunity Development lnstitute. 



Asset-based community developrnent focuses on the positive attributes people within a 

comrnunity have to offer rather than on their needs. McKnight believes that citizen 

power grows as communities depend upon the capacities, gifts and skills of people. 

Focusing on fixing the deficiencies, inadequacies, brokenness, or disease of people is 

not the answer (McKnight and Kretzman, 1993). Typically governrnents and 

bureaucracies have put considerable resources into fixing these problerns yet, they are 

not resolved and arguments could be advanced that, indeed, the need for assistance 

has grown even greater. 

Historically, when society has wanted to address problerns within a cornmunity the 

tendency has been to focus on the residents' needs. Typically, government agents 

wanting to assist a particular target area look at "problern-oriented data collectionn which 

emphasizes negative aspects (McKnight and Kretzrnan, 1993). McKnight suggests that 

"public, private and non-profit human service systerns. ..translate the programs into local 

activities that teach people the nature and extent of their problerns, and the value of 

services as the answer to their problemsn (p.7). This then creates a reliance on those 

services provided for, with the resources allocated through the external service 

providers. Community members are not building their own capacity to be able to 

becorne self-reliant. McKnight stresses that this perpetuates a need-based cycle 

because the residents begin to believe that it is only through this external assistance that 

they change can take place. The residents' problem-solving skills are under-utilised thus 

it becornes foreign for them to have the ability or wherewithal to rnove beyond the notion 

that they could be the ones taking charge of their future, 

The above emphasis sounds rather disparaging; however, McKnight does push to prove 

a point. Even when outside forces are striving to benefit and enhance a particular 



community, the efforts can have surprisingly negative outcornes when the approach is 

predominantly needs-based. 

In contrast, McKnight believes that a much more positive and sustainable result will arise 

out of an asset-based focus. That is to look at policies and activities based on the 

capacities, skills and assets of al1 community members and their neighbourhoods 

(McKnight and Kretzman, 1993). Each individual has a "gift" which they can contribute 

to the healthiness of the society as a whole. Whether the asset is availability to 

volunteer time, artistic talents, gardening skills, or ability to make people laugh, a person 

can meaningfully be a part of the development process. When the focus is on assets, a 

more positive outlook is autornatic. People search for those attributes that individuals, 

associations and institutions have that will provide the strengths for moving forward and 

away from what has been the nom. 

An illustration of how powerful an asset approach is might concern a delinquent teenage 

male. This young man was considered a troublemaker in high school, had run-ins with 

the police over a variety of illegal activities and it was felt his future would not look much 

different. Most of his teachers had given up; however, one somehow found out the 

student had an aptitude for mechanical skills. The teacher did some inquiring and was 

able to set up an internship based on the student's strengths. While the youth did not 

graduate high school, he did not offend again and he earned his mechanic Iicense. 

McKnight's approach includes what he calls a "mappingn of assets. He encourages 

community members to start by taking inventory of the gifts of individuals then 

households, families, apartment and office blocks, neighbourhoods, associations, private 

businesses, public institutions such as schools, libraries, parks, hospitals and so on 



(McKnight and Kretzman, 1993, p.7). This process will not only rnap where these 

resources are, it will also raise the citizen's awareness as to the fact they do have these 

strengths with which they can work. That in itself serves to increase the community's 

capacity. 

An organization called Community Directions is currently researching an asset-based 

map for the DTES of Vancouver. The City of Vancouver's website describes Comrnunity 

Directions as a coalition of residents and community organizations striving to ensure that 

any initiatives for the neighbourhood benefits the people who Iive there. Community 

Directions has adopted a principle to address issues facing the rnost vulnerable 

residents first. It's goals are to unite the assets of the diverse residents and 

organizations in the area, and to work together to shape its future. 

The Cornmunity Direction's objectives include: 

- to involve community residents, groups and businesses as participants 
in community planning processes; 
- outreach to engage the diverse community residents and develop an 
inclusive process for participation; 
- to seek improvernent of services in alcohol and drug treatment; maintain 
secure affordable housing; enhance community economic development 
initiatives; improve and enhance services for children, youth, women and 
family; 
- to develop long term sustainable strategies to improve the conditions 
and quality of Iife for al1 residents in the community. 
(http://city.vancouver. bc.ca/comrnsvcs/planning/dtes/strategies.htm) 

The group is currently applying McKnight's philosophy, proven successful in other multi- 

barriered jurisdictions. Community Directions is in the process of developing an asset 

inventory map of the DTES. Once the map is comptete, there will be a clearer picture of 

where the assets in the community lie. With respect to the capacity building componetit 

of the VA, this map will provide a resource from which the Health and Safety and 

Economic and Social Development streams can draw. When an initiative is being 



explored as per the VA, the community will have an existing reference list of potential 

participants with relevant attributes. 

Another capacity building aspect that ties both the VA and the McKnight model together 

is the issue of resources. The idea behind the VA is that the three levels of government 

will have cornmunity representatives at the table when decisions are made as to how 

certain initiatives will be implernented. McKnight stresses that although a comrnunity's 

gifts may have been identified, it does not mean that outside resources are not 

necessary, He refers to the map as a guide which suggests that outside resources will 

be much more effectively used if the local community is itself fully mobilized and 

invested, and if it can define the agendas for which additional resources rnust be 

obtained. 

The VA will perform the bulk of the resource allocation and draw on the residents' local 

expertise to define how a project shouid be carried out. According to McKnight's work, 

this cornrnunity development strategy has a strong interna1 focus intended simply to 

stress the importance of local definition, investment, creativity, hope and control 

(McKnight and Kretzman, 1993). Such a process gives residents the necessary 

ownership and buy-in for success. In the VA where gaps in the community's capacity 

are identified, whatever their nature, al1 parties are to strategize together as equals and 

agree upon a means for building the capacity. 

Consensus Building Theory 

When looking at the dynamics of the three levels of governrnent in addition to the 

diverse community base of the DTES of Vancouver, the notion of building consensus 



around decision-making in the VA would appear, at first thought, to be virtually 

impossible. Members of different VA committees and subcommittees have even made a 

few off-hand remarks of incredulity when the mere idea of a consensus-based approach 

has been mentioned. These feelings likely stem from the fact there are so many diverse 

interests in the DTES community. Historically the citizens have not had the capacity to 

bring al1 of the diverse interests to one forum in which everyone would be able to work 

collaboratively as partners in reaching common goals. 

Rather than simply dismiss consensus building as a method for resolving conflict in the 

VA, this paper will explore consensus-building experiences documented in two other 

jurisdictions and discuss the relevance to the DTES. By studying examples from one 

Canadian and one American city where one consensus approach yielded highly 

successful results and the other was less successful, conclusions rnight be drawn 

regarding the possible role of consensus building in the VA. 

The bulk of information is gathered from the Consensus Building Institute's extensive 

compilation of material entitled, "The Consensus Building Handbook: A Comprehensive 

Guide to Reaching Agreementn (1 999). The Handbook is comprissd of work by a large 

number of highly experienced and respected professionals not only from the dispute 

resolution field but also from a range of related fields such as social psychoIogy, ethics, 

law, environmental science and anthropology (1 999, p-xiv). The book, designed to serve 

as a guide for those looking at a consensus-based approach to problem solving, is 

presented in three parts: 



Part 1 is "A Short Guide ta Consensus Buildingn (p-xxii). 

Part 2 includes "17 chapters that describe the various phases, facets, and forms of 

consensus buildingn (p-xxiii). 

Part 3 "contains 17 case studies that illustrate the many applications of and 

variations on consensus building" (p-xxiii). 

The Handbook defines consensus building as "a process of seeking unanimous 

agreement. It involves a good-faith effort to meet the interests of al1 stakeholders" (p.6). 

To clarify, although unanimous agreement with al1 aspects of the agreement is sought, 

consensus is "reached when everyone agrees they can live with whatever is proposed 

after every effort has been made to meet the interests of al1 stakeholding partiesn (p.6). 

The authors believe through this "approach to problem solving ...g roups can forge 

agreements that satisfy everyone's primary interests and concerns-" Furthermore, they 

state "groups can jointly develop solutions and make decisions that are more creative 

and more widely supported than those made using traditional decision-making methods 

(such as top-down decision making or even parliamentary procedure)" (p-xvii). This 

means of developing comrnon ground lends to relationships being forged as participants 

must work together to reach a mutually acceptable end result. As explained in Cormick 

et al (1996, p.5) 

For a consensus process to be an appropriate tool for discovering and 
implementing a soiution, it must be much more than a search for the 
middle ground. It is the search for common ground that elevates the 
quality of decisions by bringing to bear the best information and 
knowledge in a problem-solving atmosphere. Experience has 
consistently shown that the result will not only enjoy consensus support 
but achieve innovative, thoughfful solutions that couid not be created 
within the constraints of existing political, legal or administrative 
processes. 



While the information provided by these consensus-building advocates is compelling, the 

question remains as to whether or not the VA is the proper forum for implementing this 

particular form of confiict resolution? By analyzing the case studies it is felt some 

answers will surface, 



Visioning 

Each case study involves a specific type of consensus building process called visioning. 

The Handbook (p.558) describes visioning as "a process in which people build 

consensus on a description of their preferred future - the set of conditions they want to 

see realized over tirne-" Visioning participants can range from a single organization, to a 

few groups, to a cornmunity-wide endeavour. The examples used for reference in this 

project are community-wide to provide a more accurate cornparison to the situation in 

the DTES, "In a comrnunity-wide visioning process, a diverse cross section of residents 

work together to define the key issues facing a cornrnunity and develop shared goals for 

addressing those issues." "Participants-. . typically also draft recornmendations 

describing how these goals should be achieved." (McKearnan et al, i 999, p.558) 

Given the stated definition and purpose of visioning, the concept can be related to the 

work ahead in the VA. Ideally, through building capacity, residents of the DTES wiII be 

able to work together alongside the various interest groups, business people and levels 

of government to tackle the difficult issues facing the comrnunity. Whether or not a 

visioning method of building consensus could be applied needs to be explored. 

Case Studies 

Chattanooga, Tennessee. A City's Vision 1s Realized. 

Chattanooga is considered a pioneer in the visioning process. In the 1980's 

Chattanooga, having gone through many years of econornic, environmental and social 

problems, decided to undertake visioning. At the time, this process was new and 

untested (McKearnan et al, 1999, p.558). Now involved in its second visioning, 



Chattanooga's experience is "a much-cited exarnple of successful collaborative, 

consensus-based decision making and action." (p.951) 

By the end of the 1970s, the impacts of an econornic downturn in Chattanooga were 

compounding with environmental and social problerns. The community's future 

appeared uncertain. With no clear plan or solutions in sight for the city, a small group of 

comrnunity leaders was determined to take action. The group decided to look to the 

experiences of other cities that had faced similar types of challenges and had 

successfully worked through them (p.956). Indianapolis, Indiana was chosen because of 

parallel problems. 

A Chattanooga delegation cornprised of "business leaders, local elected officials, and 

foundation and non-profit leadersn travelled to Indianapolis on a nurnber of occasions to 

gain first hand knowledge (p.956). The Chattanoogans learned that a way in which 

Indianapolis addressed municipal issues was through a consensus building model. 

They strove to create a simiiar model which they called Chattanooga Venture (p.956). 

Chattanooga Venture involved a diverse field of stakeholders. This diversity is thought 

to be a key factor in its success. Stakeholders, those with an interest in and could be 

impacted by any decisions made, included "regular" neighbourhood residents, youth, 

business owners, non and for profit groups, government officiais and others. At the 

beginning stages of the Venture "key organizers realized that they could have long-term 

impact if they trained people in collaborative techniquesn (p.961). 

A cross-section of 50 people, drawn from multi-stakeholder groups, received extensive 

training. While the actual training rnethods and processes are not outlined in the text, 



the end result was a large resource pool of skilled facilitators. These facilitators travelled 

throughout the neighbourhoods engaging citizens directfy and interactively in a 

collaborative dialogue around community issues. Focused community interaction was 

seemingly a positive experience and reaching consensus by collaborative methods has 

continued to be used by most organizations in Chattanooga. 

The roles of government and outside organizations in the Chattanooga Venture are 

worth noting. While citizens are the driving force, the municipal government and its staff 

are supportive partners. Accordingly McKearnan et al (1 999) recommend "that elected 

officiais not be given sole responsibility for the design and management of a visioning 

process." The authors believe when leadership stems frorn "a committee that replicates 

the cornmunity's diversity, participants are more likely to view a process as being their 

own (rather than imposed on them by an external authority)" (p.567). That ownership is 

a crucial element of success. If participants neither believe in nor buy into the process, 

they will not engage in a meaningful way, even if the outcome will ultirnately affect their 

lives. Without local input the results will not be a true reflection of the community's 

needs and desires. Thus, the sustainability and longevity of the efforts will be 

compromised. These are some of the challenges the government- driven VA will face 

under the implementation schedule as it unfolds. 

McKearnan et al (1 999, p.958), describe Chattanooga Venture as a community-building 

intemediary because it demonstrates the: 

Ability to convene diverse factions around a problem-solving agenda. 
Capacity for quick impact, due to experienced, independent leadership 
and a staff of talented generalists. 
Desire to engage comrnunity residents at many IeveIs. 
Focus on systems change, with a recognition that recommendations are 
not enough and concrete resources are necessary for reform to succeed. 



The energy to start new ventures and provide staffing to get these 
organizations up and running. 

Mark Kishlansky (in McKeaman et al 1999, p.959) states that "the use of Chattanooga 

Venture as an organization of intermediaries providing staff support and intellectual 

infrastructure for community-based initiatives is a vital component of the city's success in 

involving its citizens in community development." Kishlansky's comments show how 

integral Chattanooga Venture's role has been. Had their role or mandate been less 

supportive of community participation, individuals rnay not have developed the capacity 

to be able to contribute to the process. Citizen involvement and ownership were central 

to the Venture's success. 

As with any model, the transfer of knowledge and a frarnework to follow provide 

guidelines for a community to consider. In order to make a process respond to the 

particular needs of a specific cornmunity there must be flexibility when adapting a model. 

As has been the case in Chattanooga, the DTES of Vancouver has, on countless 

occasions, proven willing and able to mobilize around issues of cornmon concern. 

However, the VA appears to have the three levels of government, as developers of the 

implementation schedule, deterrnining the path the cornmunity will follow. Although still 

at an early point in the implementation process, there continues to be a Iack of clarity 

about when the community will be adequately engaged. This leads to certain questions. 

If it cannot happen at the outset, then when? At what stage will it still be of benefit? At 

what stage will it be too late? 

The intention of the VA is for the three govemments' actions to reflect the community's 

wishes. Under the Health and Safety and Economic and Social Developrnent elements 

of the Agreement, most of the projects undemay had been identified as priorities based 



on recomrnendations compiled in nurnerous existing studies done about the DTES. For 

exarnple, research results show the residents have consistently indicated a lack of 

adequate housing is a problem. Rather than go back again to a community that already 

feels over-studied, the municipal, provincial and federal governments are acting on 

recomrnendations made in the previous research. The provincial and federal 

governrnents have made a cornmitment to provide the area with a certain number of 

housing units over a designated period of tirne. 

Another aspect of Chattanooga's success is the way in which it used outside 

consultants. These people provided expertise in areas such as the development of 

facilitation skills. As the experts shared their knowledge they built the citizen's 

capacities. The 50 people who received training came from diverse backgrounds and 

life experiences as well as varying levels of education. These individuals al1 received the 

same training providing them with sirnilar knowledge and skill sets to carry out their 

facilitative roles in the Chattanooga Venture. 

Chattanooga Venture has taken on a number of projects with successful results, the 

rnost recent major one being the 1993-1994 ReVÏsioti 2000. In summary, this project's 

significant contribution to the comrnunity was that it "created a new set of goals" and 

principles (McKearnan et al 1999, p.956). It was considered a "progressive community 

visionn with community involvement being instrumental in its success. Principal 

components were the "interaction of government, business, and civic involvement; 

broad-based training in facilitation; the role of the media; and involving young people in 

cornmunity activitiesn (p.957). The following guiding principles of ReVision 2000 help 

dernonstrate Chattanooga's inspiration for implernenting change: 



Create a process open to all, 
Recog nize and preserve every idea. 
Rely on the wisdom of the cornrnunity. 
Respect both the simplicities and complexities of the cornmunity. 
Eliminate barriers to sincere and honest dialogue. 
Understand the strengths and limitations of comrnunity building. 
Seek workable solutions. 
Insist on diversity. 
Accept responsibility for the consequences of the vision. 
Promote trust. (McKearnan et al 1999, p.956) 

A political consideration for the three governments involved with the VA is that if a 

visioning approach was successfully used there would need to be an expectation for 

such a cornrnunity-wide consultation process to continue with every future initiative. 

While present governments rnight agree in principle that this is the direction in which 

they would like to go, political clirnates change as do ideological trends- Traditionally in 

Canada governing bodies have empioyed a top-down approach where they remain in a 

position of power as they determine the allocation of resources. The VA reflects the 

changing attitudes of governrnent. The merits of community-driven initiatives are 

acknowledged and the municipal, provincial and federal jurisdictions are working to 

create a process in which al1 partners are equal. 

If a consensus building process were to be used under the VA, it would be crucial for the 

outcomes to be implemented. Othetwise, it will be seen as another instance of the 

DTES cornrnunity's voice being ignored yet again. The potential repercussions of 

another failure could be the comrnunity cornpletely shutting out any future mechanisms 

designed to support positive change. 



'Middletown' Canada. From City Hall to the Streets: A Community Plan Meets the 

Real World 

* The reference rnaterial noted that for confidentiality reasons, al1 city names used in this 

case study are pseudonyms. 

In Canada in the early 1970s a provincial government legislated the consolidation of 

three cornmunities; Oakdale, Johnstown, and Palmyra into one newly named 

Middletown. Middletown, with a population of approxirnately 100,000, is comprised of 

individuals from a variety of ethnocultural groups. During restructuring in the 1970s and 

1980s, Middletown's traditional economic focus shifted from textile production and 

manufacturing to high-tech industries. This created more job opportunities; however, 

residents lacked adequate education and training in the high-tech field. Unemployment 

levels rose as manufacturing plants closed down and few viable job alternatives were 

available to the general population. 

The city was experiencing increased crime and pollution, few opportunities for youth, 

and an overall "lack of unity arnong the three original cornmunities." Middletown needed 

a community-wide plan to address the issues with which it was faced. The Economic 

Developrnent Advisory Comrnittee (EDAC) to the Middletown city council wanted to take 

action. EDAC, a voluntary cornmittee comprised primarily of "residents invotved in 

industry, businessl and commercen was an advisory body to the council (Connolly, 1999, 

p.970). EDAC members were appointed by the city council and their role was to make 

recomrnendations about econornic matters involving the entire comrnunity. 

EDAC believed a significant portion of the community's problerns stemmed from its 

economic duress. In 1993, with city council's endorsement, EDAC began to look at 



ways in which they could create a long-terni economic development strategy. Given 

Middletown's "rich history of cornmunity involvernent and leadership", EDAC felt a 

community-based approach would work well (p.971). They focused on the active 

leadership of cornmunity organizations from al1 three towns, for example, neighbourhood 

associations, hurnan service agencies, arts groups, and civic. 

Partnership developrnent was a goal of the cornrnunity-based economic developrnent 

strategy. By creating partnerships, it was felt that responsibility for the deveIoprnent and 

irnplementation of the strategy would be shared between city council and the cornmunity 

at large. City council was to coordinate the overall initiative while cornmunity 

organizations, working with one another and with the private sector, "would be 

responsible for the actual planning, funding, and implementation of concrete econornic 

developrnent projects" (p.971). This was the first time community groups had both been 

given and expected to take on, such responsibility for econornic developrnent in 

Middletown. 

A volunteer steering cornmittee, the Comrnunity Leaders Roundtable (CLR) was fomed 

by €DAC to help develop the official strategic plan. The CLR rnembership included 

more than 50 cornmunity organizations representing a wide range of the city's special 

interest groups from organized labour to education to human service agencies ïo sports 

and faith cornmunities. Wiih the assistance of an outside consultant, CLR gathered 

input frorn "approximately 600 residents and many community organizations and created 

draft action plans that were to inform the final economic developrnent plan" (p.972). 

Partnership developrnent continued during weekend workshops. The CLR, Middletown 

City Council representatives and department heads from the municipal bureaucracy 

came together and provided input on the draft action plans. The coordination of efforts 



resulted in a final document endorsed by the city council called Our Cornmon Future. 

Within this plan there were six broad objectives with 43 action plans as well as a 

recornmendation to establish a specific body to oversee the implementation process. 

After 10 months waiting for provincial funding to be approved, the Strategic Plan 

lmplementation Roundtable (SPIR) was set up. SPlR was to "recornmend priorities for 

implementation.. . seek out groups of community partners to take responsibility for 

specific actions.. .establish working groups as required [and] ... monitor the strategy's 

overall implementationn (p.974). SPIR's membership included the Mayor, elected 

officiais of the three standing cornmittees of the city council (Planning, Engineering and 

Public Works, and Public Services), the Chief Administrative Officer for the city and 12 

citizens. The citizens came frorn organizations representing a variety of sectors. It was 

hoped these organizations would be able "to provide in-kind, voiunteer or financial 

resources in support of the irnplernentation effortn (p.974). 

The next steps included the hiring of a full-time project manager who came from within 

the municipal government and a part-time project assistant from outside the 

bureaucracy. Meeting schedules were determined and then decisions had to be made 

around how the objectives and action plans would be implemented. Since al1 items were 

considered to reflect the interests and needs of the cornmunity, a method of prioritization 

was needed. Also, SPlR had to be rnindful of other factors that would impact how the 

objectives would be met such as the amount of funding and other resources needed, 

and the importance of establishing relationships between levels of government and both 

public and private sector organizations (p.975). An informal set of criteria guided 

decision-making. 



SPlR designated core revitalization as the key priority and set a public education 

campaign in motion to spread the word to the whole cornmunity. Approximately 75 

individuals and organizations participated in a community forum where they could 

"articulate specific initiatives on which they would collaborate" (p.975). City council 

expected that this forum would not oniy foster partnerships between organizations, it 

would spark the community groups into actually leading the core revitalization effort. 

A year into the implementation phase, SPlR felt it prudent to review the progress to date 

as it was clear the process was not unfolding as they had hoped. The facilitator involved 

with EDAC in its formative stage was contraded to work with SPlR to look at the effects 

of the strategic plan as well as outline some goals for the next one and a half years 

(p.976). A number of ideas came out of the review including a need to expand SPIR's 

membership from 19 to 36 to allow for greater community representation. The focus 

changed from one long-term goal to several shorter-terni deliverables so that people 

would be contributing to achievable successes. Without benchmarks, they learned, it is 

easy to lose sight of the big picture and difficult to maintain enthusiasm. 

SPIR felt if it were to continue with the identified action plans, additional funds would be 

necessary. Because existing funders, governments and others, were not able to provide 

new sources of revenue, SPlR spearheaded a fund-raising campaign. Although they 

reached their target of $25,000, the campaign proved to be a difficult endeavour. The 

community simply was not engaged to the extent SPlR had envisioned and overall 

enthusiasm was waning. After four years of planning and implementing, Our Common 

Future began to gradually wind down. 



Outcomes 

Because Middletown's efforts did not lead to the results desired the process might, upon 

first glance, be written off as a failure. This evaluation is supported by the fact that most 

of the action plans as outlined in the overall strategic plan never came to fruition. 

However, in order to adequately assess al1 the achievements, other outcornes of the 

process must be exarnined. 

When describing the dynamics between the citizens of the three cities when government 

first joined them into one, McKearnan et al (1999), indicated social harmony was Iacking. 

Econornic circurnstances had necessitated the amalgamation, however, the social 

aspects, which should have also been taken into account in the transition, were 

neglected. Through Middletown's collaborative approach to strategic planning, barriers 

were broken down as relationships developed. Individuals and organizations that 

historically had little need or even desire for interaction, began to form partnerships. 

The way in which community members started working together provides an excellent 

precedent for future initiatives. People saw the advantages of partnering and were 

surprised to learn that even when an issue may not on the surface seem to be relevant, 

often underlying aspects are of shared interest. Collaborative partnerships will continue 

to be the way of doing business in Middletown. As learned above, partnering can be a 

positive rneans for communities to collaboratively achieve goals. It is also important to 

remember there are other factors that contribute to successfuI initiatives. Middletown 

exemplifies a community that made strides in its collaborative efforts yet the strategic 

goals were still not met. Reflective dialogue in the case study explores some reasons 

for the gaps in goal delivery. 



The city council and various other comrnittees involved in Our Common Future al1 

understood that the comrnunity was to be the driving force behind the efforts to achieve 

the strategic goals. That fact was obviously lost on the community as it was not aware 

of "the role and responsibility that had been assigned to thern" (McKearnan et al 1999, 

p.981). 

Connolly states "while the development of the strategic plan had included a broad public 

consultation process, only about 75 residents contributed directly to the strategy's 

designn (p.982). Of the 75, a great many were elected oficials and members of existing 

comrnittees thus the population as a whole was not adequately represented. With such 

a high number of elected officiais involved, the community seerningly thought the 

process was bureaucratically driven. Furthermore, some of the citizens on SPlR "were 

hesitant to disagree or debate issues in opposition to the views of the elected 

representatives because of a persona1 lack of confidence about their knowledge base 

and/or their ability to contribute to the processn (p.982). Also, residents feared what 

they said might, in future dealings with city council, be used against thern or the special 

interest groups they represented. These fears did not go unfounded. 

In reading MiddIetownls case study a common thread is the lack of clarity of roles and 

responsibilities from the perspective of al1 involved. Confusion regarding ownership of 

the irnplementation process existed. Without a person or group to champion the 

process, there was no impetus with which to drive forward. Responsibility for funding 

was another grey area that should have been straightened out from the start. 

Misconceptions left the comrnunity partners waiting for governrnent support that was 

never forthcoming. Finally, the parties did not understand how a community-wide, long- 



term strategy might not yield immediately visible short-term results for any of the 

individual groups represented. 

McKearnan et al identified nine lessons that "can be distilled from Middletown's 

experience: 

Identiv starting assumptions at the outset and continually re-examine 
what beliefs about the project are being held by major players 
ldentify reachable, realistic goals from the outset and make sure those 
goals are understood and agreed on by participants. 
Accomplishing objectives for this type of initiative is rarely possible 
without some financial support. Clarify the financial requirements of your 
plan and demand that an appropriate econornic analysis be completed for 
any objectives that are to be accomplished. 
Identify which partners are needed and exactly what they are going to be 
asked to contribute. A great deal of time can be wasted trying to bring a 
reluctant partner on board. Devote time to building alliances with those 
who are instrumental and those who want to be involved. 
Be sensitive to the territory and power concerns of the partners who are 
being asked to participate. They have mandates, agendas, negotiables, 
and nonnegotiables, and these issues need to be respected. 
Package progress and accornplishments in ways that your various 
audiences can understand. 
Choose some achievable first steps that can be experienced as "wins" for 
everybody because such wins can boost buy-in, commitment, and 
enthusiasrn . 
Remember the importance of demonstrating congruence between what is 
said in documentation and what is done in practice. 
Remember that the implernentation of a community-based initiative is an 
iterative, fluid process requiring those involved to dernonstrate flexibility, 
adaptability, and resiliencyn (McKearnan et al, 1999, p.984). 

Chattanooga's successes and Middletown's struggles provide useful resources for 

comparing and contrasting approaches transferable to the VA. Chattanooga's visioning 

process is an excellent example of practices that work. On the other hand, there are 

tessons to learn from Middletown. The building of relationships and collaborative efforts 

was a positive outcorne. 1 found it interesting that the community believed the confusion 

around participants' roles was the main contributing factor to the winding down of the 

initiative. 



CHAPTER 3 

RESEARCH CONDUCT 

The purpose of this study was ta explore the function of community capacity building 

(CCB) in the Vancouver Agreement (VA). Pnor to the study there was limited 

documentation available on either the VA or specifically CCB within the context of the 

VA. Therefore, with the variables largely unknown, I felt it appropriate to focus on 

rnethods that would develop an understanding of the subject. As a result, I then 

selected action research to gather information regarding the function of CCB in the VA. I 

engaged in a qualitative process utilising the research rnethods described in more detail 

in the following section. 

Action Research Methodology 

Action research is the research approach I selected for use in this major project. Action 

research, as defined by Bob Dick (1997), "is a methodology which has the dual airns of 

action and research . . . 

Action to bring about change in some community or organization or program 

Research to increase understanding on the part of the researcher or the client, or 

both (and often some wider community)" (p.3). 

Dick (1 997) further characterises action research as reflective. Researchers constantly 

refine the methods used, questions asked and subsequent action plans being developed 

as they deliberately and consciously reflect on their work. I relied on a reflective process 

of continually analyzing new data as it was discovered during the study. 



The intent behind this major project is for the outcome of rny findings to become a 

guideline for change and leaming about CCB in the VA. As a participant, I am included 

in the leaming process and can thus in theory, help prornote understanding for change 

from within. When I became immersed in this project I believed that my research into 

CCB would include interaction with DTES cornmunity members. My plan was to assist 

the CCB subcommittee with developing a frarnework that would be used as a guide for 

working with the communiiy to buiid the capacity of individuals. As the study unfolded, 

my participation in the subcommittee helped me appreciate the extent to which the entire 

coordination between the levels of government needed refinement. 1 realized that before 

the members of the community could be involved, the three governments needed to 

have a clearly stated common vision of CCB. It was my perception that conceptually the 

governments understood what CCB under the VA should be. However, after a defining 

framework was drafted in writing, the different governrnent perspectives then surfaced 

through discussions in subsequent meetings, It appeared to me that each government's 

main concern centred on possible implications of the wording in the draft document 

rather than actual concept and its intent. These wording implications were about the 

issues of control and delegation of authority. The three governments do intend that the 

cornmunity participate in the implementation of the VA. Yet, as the main funding 

providerç to the VA, governments seem hesitant to relinquish their traditional power 

base. 

My research activities were varied to fit the unique nature of the status of CCB under the 

VA from Novernber 1999 to July 28, 2000. As a result of the governrnents working 

through their purpose and definition of CC8 over a six-month duration, I needed to adapt 

my research approach. In addition to being involved in a variety of activities, I relied on 



my personai ref ections as well as the analysis of other models and theories to help 

envision what CCB under the VA might Iook like. 

i became a member of the three governrnent CCB subcommittee and attended meetings 

with the whole group as well as meetings with individual members. I was responsible for 

collating information and writing documents for discussion at subcomrnittee meetings. 

Other activities included two walking tours of the Downtown Eastside (DTES), attending 

a workshop on John McKnight's asset-based community development, and informal 

interviews with individuals closely involved with the community. My document analysis 

focused on the seledion and review of specific models and theories that could be related 

to the VA. I chose to supplement rny compilation of written documentation of Urban 

Developrnent Agreement experiences in Winnipeg and Edmonton with participant 

perceptions. 1 spoke with three VA representatives who went to Winnipeg and met with 

the governrnent officiais involved in the Winnipeg Developrnent Agreement. Additionally, 

I had a telephone conversation with a spokesperson from the Edmonton Economic 

Development Initiative. Unfortunately I was unable to gather data from a direct 

representative of the Winnipeg Developrnent Agreement. AI1 of the activities outlined 

above are desciibed more completely in Chapter 4. 

I was a participant in a qualitative process designed to bring about change in the 

Downtown Eastside of Vancouver. Creswell (1 994) identifies ten characteristics of 

qualitative research. The following six qualitative research characteristics relate to this 

major project: 



Qualitative research occurs in natural settings, where human 
behavior and events occur. 

The researcher is the primary instrument in data collection and 
analysis, 

Qualitative data are mediated through this human instrument, rather 
than through inventories, questionnaires, or machines 

The data that emerge from a qualitative study are descriptive. That 
is, data are reported in words rather than in nurnbers. 

Qualitative research focuses on the process that is occurring as well 
as the product or outcome. Researchers are parîicularly interested in 
understanding how things occur. 

Qualitative research relies on the utilization of tacit knowledge 
(intuitive and felt knowledge) because often the nuances of the multiple 
realities can be appreciated most in this way- (p.162) 

As the primary data collecter, it is important for me to identify personal biases, values or 

assumptions. As weil as being the researcher in this study, I am also an employee with 

the Government of British Columbia. I work directly with the provincial minister 

responsible for the VA, and thus am privy to confidential information. Some of this 

confidential material includes written and verbal communication regarding Cabinet 

documents as well as the various provincial ministry perspectives on VA issues. My 

work duties include attending the Minister's weekly meetings with provincial 

representatives to discuss progress on the implementation of the VA. 

With an understanding of the overall activities under the VA, I have a greater sense of 

how CCB ties in. Furthermore, I believe the understanding of the political processes 

involved brings a heightened awareness, knowledge and sensitivity to many of the 

challenges, decisions and issues encountered with the VA. I acknowledge that as an 

employee with the provincial government, I may bring a biased perspective to the 

project. 



I have endeavoured to remain objective and unbiased throughout the study. However, I 

recognize that any previous life experiences as well as new leaming can shape the way 

in which 1 view and understand the data collected and thus its interpretation. 

Data Analysis 

The study was conducted from December 15 to July 28, 2000 and took place in the 

cities of Victoria and Vancouver including the Downtown Eastside, Vancouver. Data 

analysis was conducted sirnultaneously with data collection, data interpretation and 

narrative reporting writing. Data collection included a variety of activities in which I was 

involved: meetings, workshops, informal discussions, tours of the Downtown Eastside, 

telephone conversations, and document analysis. 

Data from al1 these activities as well as rny personal observations were recorded in a 

detailed journal. The journal and other resource materials provided the basis for 

reflection and for developing ideas as the project was carried out. 

1 wrote and CO-wrote documents for the CCB committee to discuss. After receiving 

feedback, 1 drafted new material for discussion. This was part of the process that 

assisted the committee in creating its mandate and designing the framework for capacity 

building in the Downtown Eastside Strategy of the VA. Ongoing feedback and dialogue 

with the committee rnembers was a means of confirming my interpretations of the data. 

It also meant I could observe the committee members' reactions to the data. 



Ethical Considerations 

I maintained the right to respect the rights, needs, values and desires of al1 participants 

in the study. Research objectives were clearly articulated to al1 those involved. For 

confidentiality purposes I have chosen not to reveal the narnes of any study participants. 

Out of respect for people's willingness to participate in the study without being 

recognized, and being aware that most participants are government employees, I do not 

wish to sacrifice anyone's anonyrnity. Furthemore, I do not believe the study is 

compromised by the omission of names. Only where it has been deemed necessary to 

the project has additional information about the participants been given. Meetings and 

discussions were conducted in an infomal manner with me writing notes for later 

reflection. My findings tend to be general in nature and are not meant to represent any 

one view. 



CHAPTER 4: 

THE RESEARCH STUDY 

The Study 

This study looks at the first focus of the five-year Vancouver Agreement (VA), which is 

the Downtown Eastside (DTES) area. This focus is referred to as the DTES Strategy. 

The goals of the DTES Strategy are to create a healthy, safe and sustainable 

community. There are three elements within the Strategy: Cornmunity Health and 

Safety, Economic and Social Development, and Community Capacity BuiIding. The 

Community Health and Safety and Economic and Social Development components each 

have additional subcommittees to address specific objectives under the main headings. 

One subcommittee is responsible for the Community Capacity Building (CCB) elernent. 

In order to learn about CC6 and the VA, my fieldwork included becoming a mernber of 

the CCB subcommittee. 

When first becoming involved with CCB and the VA, I intended for the study scope to 

include DTES community members' participation. However, as the research component 

progressed, it becarne evident that the scope of the study would need to be confined. It 

was necessary for the research to be completed by July 31, 2000. Due to the time 

constraints community members would not play a participatory role in this study. Before 

involving the community, the municipal, provincial and federal government signatories to 

the Agreement wanted to develop their own coordinated framework for CCB, This 

research study provides insight into how the three levels of government have 

approached CCB. The document analysis portion of the study which looks to other 



models and capacity building theories, is discussed in the Literature Review section of 

Chapter Two. 

1 was the prirnary instrument for data collection and analysis, and participated in a 

variety of research activities such as meetings, workshops, informa1 discussions, DTES 

tours and document analysis. Being involved in a range of activities gave me an 

understanding of the diverse issues around the CCB component of the VA. For reasons 

of confidentiality, I avoided using names and provided as Iittle identifying information 

about individuals as practical. 

The study data is comprised of a chronoiogical record of my research from November 

1999 to July 28, 2000. It begins with my initial discussions about the potential of the 

project and concludes with the final CCB subcommittee meeting before the completion 

of the study. My personal reflections are incorporated throughout the chronology. I 

chose to present the data and anaIysis in this chronoiogical manner to illustrate how the 

study evolved. 

Chronology 

November/December, 1999 - Initial Discussions Re: Researcher's Role 

When choosing to do a project on the VA as a provincial government employee, I 

wanted to play a rote that would be benefit both the province and my research project. I 

initiated dialogue with the provincial Director of the VA to explore options for my 

participation. The Director beIieved the CCB component of the VA would be an 

interesting subject and the subcommittee could benefit from any research materials 

generated. The Director agreed to act as my Project Sponsor. 



January 12. 2000 - CC8 Subcornmittee Introduction Meetinq 

I became invoived with the CC8 subcommittee in its formative stages. Meanwhile, 

subcommittees under the other two of the three streams in the VA were already well 

established. The municipal, provincial and federal govemments were al1 aware of CCB1s 

lack of progress. The Project Sponsor confirmed that al1 parties were anxious to have 

CCB advance as well. 

Prior to my involvement, the CCB subcomrnittee was comprised of four people, one 

representative from the municipal governrnent, two representatives from the federal 

government (from different ministries) and one from the provincial government (the 

provincial Director of the VA). The provincial Director already had a working relationship 

with the three other members. Before my first meeting with the subcommittee, the 

Director spoke tu the members about the project and received approval for me to attend 

the forthcoming meeting. At the next meeting, I presented the subcomrnittee with more 

details on the project and also encouraged members to share any ideas, advice or 

information they felt could be useful. The subcomrnittee agreed that rny contribution to 

the subcomrnittee would include writing and presenting information for group discussion. 

January 12, 2000 - Informal Meetings Re: DTES 

When I first explored the idea of doing an action research project about CCB and the 

VA, the fieldwork planned would include direct involvement with citizens of the DTES. I 

envisioned interviewees would include residents, business owners, non and for profit 

groups, service providers and others. The goal was to attain as accurate a reflection as 

possible of the DTES population's voice on all matters regarding their comrnunity. 



Most of the recent pnnt material about the DTES, a high percentage of which is wntten 

by the media, highlights the negative qualities such as drug problems, crime, prostitution 

and poverty. To help gain a more balanced insight into the community, the Project 

Sponsor suggested that 1 meet with two specific individuals who have tived, worked, and 

are respected for their involvement, in the DTES. 

My first contact with each individual was by telephone to set up the two separate and 

informa1 meetings. At that time 1 explained my intention to cornplete a research study on 

the CCB cornponent of the VA, 1 also told each individual that I was hoping to help 

facilitate the DTES community's involvement in a rneaningful way, Given their 

knowfedge of the DTES 1 asked each person to share any information they felt would be 

useful for me as an outsider. 1 did not have specific questions prepared for the meetings 

because 1 wanted to let the individuals speak freely about the community as they see it. 

These were opportunities for me to absorb the information and ask questions or 

comment as the dialogue naturally flowed. By the end of the meetings each person's 

commitment to changing the plight of the DTES was evident. They have both, in various 

capacities, worked closely with the residents to bring about positive change. Their 

dedication was obvious. ln the following notes I have incorporated the two discussions 

into one account. 

Both people during their separate meetings voiced concern regarding what CCB "would 

look like" under the VA, and how the CCB aspect would take shape and be implemented 

when, in their respective views, there is not one single answer for the DTES. They 

explained to me that a big challenge in developing and irnplernenting any plan is 

reaching out to ail citizens and ensuring the process is inclusive. Many residents of the 



DTES do not read, nor do many read and speak English. Many residents do not have 

access to other communication means taken for granted by rnost Canadians such as a 

mailbox, telephone, or rnoney for a newspaper, and many lack even a permanent 

address. 

The community has been studied repeatedly by university professors, students, 

governments and other organizations yet the circumstances for the residents have 

remained virtualIy the same. Negative aspects of these studies have been the residents' 

reasonable expectations that the research will lead to positive change in the cornmunity. 

This, however, has not been a typical result and residents are now leery of any more 

studies. 

One individual's final advice to me was, "Do no ham." That teliing rernark rernained in 

rny rnind throughout the study. The community certainly does not need anyrnore harrn 

done to it, deliberate or unintended. 1 concluded from these discussions that the 

capacity building subcommittee and the VA as a whole would need to be extremely 

sensitive and diligent when seeking cornrnunity involvement. 

With the knowledge gained to date, 1 compiled the following ideas for possible 

discussion at the next CCB subcommittee meeting: 

The three levels of governrnent need to first develop a vision of what CCB means to 

them and then create a strategy for how to rnove foward and get the cornrnunity 

involved. 

How to create a framework for consultation and to empower the citizens in ways 

which enable participation in decisions that affect them? 



What should the public input process look Iike? 

Given the scepticisrn and reluctance to be studied that has built up frorn previous 

lack of change, how does governrnent work with that negativity and gain the 

community's support and enthusiasm? 

How can government reach out to al1 community mernbers and ensure they are a 

part of the process? For government to have greater inclusivity, the purpose will be 

defeated if there is not adequate and appropriate community representation. This 

representation requires an investment of necessary resources by governrnent. 

How does the subcomrnittee propose to gather data? Are there existing rnethods 

that have proven to be effective in similar instances? 

What types of bamers to the process development should the subcornmittee expect? 

What is the VA actually going to change about the DTES? 

What are the indicators of success? 

By the conclusion of the first meeting, the subcommittee agreed that although the CCB 

component is an independent stream in the VA, its guiding principles rnust also be 

followed under the other two streams. The two main questions the subcommittee was to 

ponder for the next meeting were: 

How do we as a subcomrnittee get the CCB component to move fonrvard? 

How does the subcomrnittee go about weaving CCB into the other areas of the VA? 

Januarv 27, 2000 - Meetinrr with a federal aovernment member of the CCB 

subcommittee 

I met with a federal governrnent representative on the CCB subcommittee. Two 

additional federal government representatives involved in other VA cornmittees and 



subcommittees who were also to attend, did not make the meeting. The purpose of the 

meeting was to do sorne general brainstorming around notions of CCB and how the 

subcornmittee mig ht approach the subject. From this meeting three prevailing questions 

resulted: 

How should the CCB subcornmittee begin to shape a framework for building the 

cornmunity's capacity sol at the least, those rnost affected by the VA would be able 

to participate? 

Could one DTES organization act as the conduit of information? 

Could such an organization adequately represent the diverse voices of the 

cornmunity? 

January 28,2000 - CCB workshop using the McKni~ht model 

In order to learn more about John McKnight's asset-based community development 

rnodel, 1 participated in a one-day CCB workshop. The workshop began with an initial 

explanation and discussion given by Robert Francis of Northwestern University, the 

origin of McKnight's model. People then broke off into smaller groups each with a 

facilitator to lead a discussion on participants' views. experiences and thoughts about 

asset-based CCB. The plenary session was an opportunity for Francis to summarize 

McKnight's views on asset-based comrnunity development. People were welcorne to 

provide input as they wished. The plenary emphasized McKnight's idea of changing 

people's mindset from a needs-focus to an asset-focus. It is often easier for people to 

Say what they do not want and more difficult to describe what they do want. Francis 

further asserted that when entering into an asset-based process, al1 parties involved 

rnust understand it can take time; relationships will need to be built and participants need 

ta be committed to see the process through to the end. There is also a challenge of 

people Iistening to and working with those whom they would not ordinarily not be 



associated. The concepts supporting McKnightYs mode1 are explored in the literature 

review section of this paper. 

Februaw 1. 2000 - Meeting with provincial aovernment staff re: CCB 

I met with two other provincial govemment employees who work on the VA. The 

objective of the meeting was to discuss ways in which 1, and ultirnately the CCB 

subcommittee, could effectively move forward. The two other individuals brought 

background experience from having acted as provincial representatives in the Health 

and Safety and Economic and Social Development streams. Out of the discussion 

arose some items for consideration: 

What are ways in which VA representatives can mobilize al1 stakeholders, those 

directly affected by the implementation process, to participate? Not only rnust people 

have a genuine interest in the initiative; they also need to have the capacity to 

actively participate. 

Who should represent each of the three levels of government? How many 

representatives from each jurisdiction would be appropriate? 

is there a way to develop a process sustainable over the long-term rather than only 

short term? 

Who might be able to suggest creative ideas or have seen examples from other 

areas of the world where comrnunity members have been actively engaged? 

What type of evaluation methods would be appropriate? In order for the evaluation 

to hold any rneaning for the comrnunity, al1 participants, government and non- 

government, would need to develop the evaluation criteria. 



Februarv 4, 2000 - Presentations bv comrnunitv mernbers and DTES walkinci tour 

I attended a daylong session in the DTES learning about the cornmunity. Provincial 

government employees who have been closely involved with the community organized 

the session. The prirnary purpose was to educate bath federal and provincial 

government employees who, through sorne aspect of their work, are involved with the 

DTES. Most of the governrnent attendees also work with the VA and have had little first 

hand experience with the comrnunity. Other participants included representatives from 

different DTES non-profit groups and service providers. 

ln the morning several residents of the DTES gave accounts of their Iife experiences and 

spoke about initiatives implemented in the cornrnunity that had helped them create new 

lives for themselves. The stories were wonderful expressions of hope amidst a 

cornrnunity that has seen so much despair. The individuals who spoke had faced many 

barriers before they received the outside support. With assistance these amazing 

people were able to overcome seerningly insurmountable barriers and create newly 

sustainable lives for themselves. In going through this process the people appeared to 

be empowered as their self-esteem and confidence increased. I was extremely moved 

by their personal accounts and felt these people represented the essence of the intent of 

CCB. 

The walking tour of the DTES took place in the afternoon. Attendees were broken into 

small groups of five or six, each with a knowledgeable guide leading the way. The 

DTES is known as the postal code with the lowest per capita income in Canada, Drugs, 

crime, poverty, hornelessness, and lack of adequate health services are a sarnpling of 

issues with which the cornrnunity struggles. The tour included stops at a housing 

cooperative where a real sense of family was noted, a new low income housing project, 



a community bank which addresses social as well as banking needs of the residents, a 

resource centre and another housing project which is scheduled to have a dental office 

located on the first floor. Amidst the challenges facing the comrnunity it was heartening 

for me to see successful initiatives rnaking a difference in residents' lives. 

Februarv 7,2000 - CCB subcornrnittee meeting 

The CCB subcomrnittee met to look at the next procedural steps. The subcornrnittee 

agreed that a frarnework of guiding principles was needed. The subcomrnittee further 

outlined sorne questions for the capacity building stream to keep in rnind as it moves 

forward in designing the framework: 

What CCB processes are already in place? 

What features will upset the comrnunity's equilibriurn? 

What will help the residents in the cornrnunity put aside differences and work 

together? 

With very few funds available specifically for the capacity building component, how 

does government engage the cornrnunity? 

While the VA strives to include the cornrnunity in the decision-making, to what extent 

are the three levels of government willing to devolve their power? 

I was tasked with writing a short paper for the next subcomrnittee meeting. The paper 

was to provide capacity building information the mernbers could use as a starting point 

for further developrnent. The subcornrnittee agreed the frarnework for the CCB 

component would remain fluid to allow its continued evolution. 



Februarv 12, 2000 - Personal Refiections 

I selected relevant guiding principles as written into the VA and adapted them by looking 

through a CCB lens 

Strategic planning - must include consultation which is reflective of al1 community 

members 

Community diversity - al1 of the diverse interests need to be articulated, understood, 

supported and balanced- Build on the cornmunity's strengths. 

Gender and cultural diversity - how to ensure, monitor, evaluate that gender and 

diversity is addressed? 

Communication - open and transparent information sharing. Rebuilding trust 

between al1 parties, government and non-government. 

Innovation - being open to non-traditional ways of addressing issues. Ensure the 

community is a partner in the design creation. 

Participation - what rnechanisms will be in place to deterrnine whether or not a 

process is inclusive and accessible? 

BuiId on existing work - draw on many reports and analysis already available. Look 

at a cross-section of results. The findings must be credible to the residents. 

Sustainable, local economic development - work with the community to encourage 

locally based economic developrnent. Build on the strengths of existing programs. 

Partnerships - CC6 is to give individuals in the DTES the knowfedge, confidence 

and means to work together in partnerships. 

Evaiuation - al1 community partners should be involved in evaluation processes to 

ensure their issues are being adequately addressed throughout the implementation 

of the VA. It is important to have measures in place so governments and other 

organizations remain accountable for their actions. 



Februaw 16, 2000 - Meetincr with CCB subcomrnittee. 

l provided a draft paper to the subcommittee for discussion (Appendix B). The paper 

was intended to be a starting point from which the group could shape a framework for 

CCB under VA. The subcommittee felt the definition of CCB should be placed on a 

continuum that would allow for flexibility regarding govemrnent involvernent throughout 

the implernentation of the Agreement. In the eariier stages of the Agreement, capacity 

building will likely involve governrnent playing a greater supporting role in terms of 

providing resources and assistance- Over time, the govemment's involvement will 

decrease. The CCB subcomrnittee believed that eventuaiiy, as community members' 

capacities are developed, reliance on government support would diminish. 

The subcommittee recommended that 1 investigate sirnilar cases such as the Urban 

Developrnent Agreements set up in Winnipeg and Edmonton as well models in other 

jurisdictions. The guiding question was, What can the VA learn about CCB frorn the 

experiences of others?" 

March 20, 2000 - Meetinq with new Proiect Sponsor 

A new Director of the VA was appointed for the provincial government. Thus, it was 

necessary for me to change Project Sponsors. The outgoing Director and the new 

director both agreed it would be rnost appropriate for the newly appointed Director to be 

my Project Sponsor. During my first meeting with the new Project Sponsor she 

suggested I look at capacity buiiding through the eyes of the community. Questions that 

arose frorn the discussion were: 

What kinds of models could allow the community and specifically the residents, to 

play a larger role in decision-making around solutions? 



What would the VA look like through the eyes of a DTES resident? Would the 

Agreement impact or change residents' lives in any way? 

How can residents' voices not only be heard but aduaily make a difference? 

How can the various stakeholdars' ideologies al1 be taken into account and 

respected? 

How should a mode1 promote sustained community empowerrnent? 

March 24,2000 - Tour of DTES 

This was my second walking tour of the DTES community, The tour, conducted by 

people familiar with the DTES, was another opportunity for me to appreciate the rnany 

positive initiatives that are working in the community. It would not rnatter how rnany 

times the DTES was visited; I felt something new would be learned each time. 

The second tour took place on a beautiful sunny day. 1 was able to go outside on a 

rooftop common area of a housing coop building. The space included a grass area, a 

greenhouse and a barbecue space ail of which the residents and families could enjoy. 

The view from the roof expanded across the neighbourhood with the focal point being 

the harbour scene. 1 learned that the residents fought to transform the waterfront area 

into a green space and park for the community to enjoy. Amidst the negative publicity 

around the challenges the DTES community faces, this experience on the rooftop gave 

me a different perspective. I coufd see how the collaborative efforts of the community 

members' visions produced wonderfut places for the citizens to enjoy. 



Aonl 3, 2000 - Meeting with Proiect Sponsor and another provincial novernrnent 

ern~lovee workina on the VA. 

This meeting was an opportunity for me, my Project Sponsor and another provincial 

governrnent employee farniliar with the DTES community, to discuss capacity building. 

We al1 believe in the importance of community involvement. For initiatives under the VA 

to be successful over the long-term (Le. past the five year term of the DTES Strategy), 

there must be an investrnent in sustainable CCB. Questions developed for 

consideration were: 

Are there identifiable government regulations and policies that are getting in the way 

of change? 

How do any of the three levels of government learn about these obstacles if the 

community is not able to participate in the processes under the VA? 

Who is the community? Does each level of government have the same definition of 

who makes up the DTES comrnunity? 

Who would the cornrnunity see as the necessary groups or individuals to be included 

in rnaking change? 

Once the projects and participants are outlined, is there the capacity to sustain and 

continue for the longer-terni? 

April20,2000 - CCB Subcomrnittee Meetinq 

Given the hectic working schedules of CCB subcommittee mernbers, the first meeting 

since February 16 was scheduled for April20, 2000; however, 1 was not able to attend. 

Representation on the CCB subcornrnittee has doubled from five rnembers to ten. 

Membership includes two people from the City of Vancouver, four frorn the provincial 

government and four from the federal government. 1 noted the difficulty with arranging 



meetings to accomrnodate the schedules of al1 the members. Furthemore, 

subcomrnittee progress has not been as expeditious as I anticipated. DTES citizens 

have not been included in any of the discussions to date yet they are the very people the 

capacity building component is supposed to address. The subcornmittee has noted the 

importance of getting community involved as soon as possible. However, the group as a 

whole appears to be concentrating on completing the guiding principles and framework 

for al1 committees under the VA to use. Mernbers of the subcommittee have discussed 

ways in which the comrnunity could be engaged in a CCB process. The idea that keeps 

surfacing is having an educational forum at which the three governrnents and the DTES 

citizens could learn about CC8 together. 

Minutes of the meeting were circulated and I also spoke to three subcornrnittee 

mernbers. Two provincial members brought forward a draft document that outlined a 

way in which CCB might be approached under the VA. For confidentiality reasons the 

document has not been included in this project. The document included a purpose and 

definition, principles, and exampIes of what the irnplementation should look Iike, The 

subcomrnittee felt the draft encapsulated many of the CCB ideas within the VA. The 

document was next to be discussed with Management Cornmittee mernbers. Their 

comments would be reported back to the CCB subcornrnittee. 

Personal Reflections 

Why has the subcomrnittee's progress been slower than I anticipated? Were my 

expectations at the outset unrealistic? A lot of coordinating work between the three 

Ievels of government had to be completed before the community mernbers could 

participate. 1 suspect my expectations would have been different if I had understood 

the extent to which there needed to be tri-partite coordination. 



Is the fact that there have been no community members involved with the 

subcommittee to date, going to jeopardize al! three levels of government's 

intentions? I believe it is critical to have the individuals most directly impacted by the 

actions aimed at change, involved in al1 aspects from the initial planning through to 

the end result. Therefore, I do have concems that by not including community 

members in the early stages of the CCB subcommittee, the cornmunity will not have 

a sense of ownership over initiatives that are put fonnrard. However I recognize that 

the three levels of government needed to clarify their common goals before they 

were comfortable with including DTES citizens. At this early stage in the VA it is 

difficult to know when would have been ideal for the community's involvement. 

May 9, 2000 - Meeting with new Proiect Sponsor 

Due to personnel movement within the provincial government bureaucracy it was 

prudent for me to again change Project Sponsors. The new Project Sponsor, a deputy 

minister with my ministry of employment, brought a combined strength of academic and 

practical experience to the study. I sensed this new working relationship would build on 

and complement the knowledge gained from the previous two sponsors. 

Conversation between my Project Sponsor and me focused on what, at this stage of the 

project, might be useful for me to complete. 1 found that many of the recurring themes 

from other similar conversations surfaced: 

What can the VA glean from other Canadian Urban Devetopment Agreements? 

What approaches did the other communities use to deal with confiicting agendas 

between the three levels of government? 

Are the rnodels transferable from one jurisdiction to another? 



What would a comparative analysis of the models look Iike? What criteria could be 

used for such a cornparison? 

Mav 9. 2000 - Conversation with Provincial CCB Subcommittee Mernber 

1 had an impromptu conversation about CCB with a provincial subcornrnittee rnember. 

As has been a recurring theme throughout the study, the use of other rnodels and 

Iooking to examples of best practices CCB were discussed. The other subcornmittee 

rnernber and I highlighted John McKnig ht's asset-based community development, as an 

example of CCB that could be use in the DTES. 1 Iearned that in fact, a community 

group has already been working on an asset map of the DTES. 

Persona1 Reflections - Questions and possible answers 

How should CCB be defined, specifically with respect to the DTES? It must be 

carefully defined to ensure that govemments are working in partnership with the 

community members to build their individual capacities in ways that will be 

meaningful for them. 

How does CCB tie into the other two components and fit into the VA as a whole? 

The intent of the CCB framework and guiding principles being developed by the CCB 

subcomrnittee is for it to be referenced by the other two components. The spirit of 

the VA is such that the governments want to engage the comrnunity rnernbers in al1 

aspects. Thus, having a CCB model for al1 committees should, in theory, assist in 

this endeavour. All cornmittee and subcommittee members will need to be aware 

that as with any model being adapted, there rnust be flexibility with respect to getting 

a suitable fit for each instance. 



How does government see its role? How does government see community 

rnembers' role? My perception is that govemment sees its role as a resource 

provider and a facilitator. Most of the funding will corne from the three governments 

and they will facilitate the CCB process. The rote of the DTES citizens is seen to be 

participatory. The community will be encouraged play an active role during the 

implernentation of the VA, 

How does the community see governrnent's rote? How does the cornmunity see its 

role? 1 would be interested to learn what the cornrnunity thinks about both of these 

roles. The three governrnents wouId be wise to find the answers to these two 

questions. 

How does government get community involvement, ownership and engagement in 

the VA? There are no easy answers to this question. 1 believe the governments 

would benefit from examining examples from other successful models. Also useful 

wouid be to look back at what rnethods have resulted in successes for the DTES 

comrnunity. 

How to ensure iong-term and on-going support for the community? Part of this 

solution is continued governrnent support. However, because of changes in political 

leadership there are no guarantees of continued support from government. CCB is a 

way of ernpowering the citizens so they can help thernseives. This is an approach 

which should, if done correctly, have enduring effects. 

Is it possible to reach out to the whole community when it is so diverse? 

Communicating with each and every DTES cornrnunity member would be very 

dificult. However, I believe it is possible to reach out to a large percentage of the 

population. Such efforts would take a substantial period of time but the results would 

be a true reflection of the cornmunity. 



Who are the best contacts? 1 have been advised that certain DTES comrnunity 

leaders and community groups that stand out. There will need to be research into 

the best way ta go about contacting the community mernbers. 

What resources are available? There is a very small amount of govemment money, 

which has been designated for the CCB component The cornm unity mernbers have 

skills and tirne and other resources to contribute as well. 

What will the VA do for the community and how will the community know? The 

general aim of the VA is to "create a healthy, safe, and sustainable comrnunity" in 

the DTES (VA, 2000). With respect to CCB, the ability of a large portion of the 

community to be able to participate in the various initiatives under the VA will be an 

indicator. ldeally the extent to which community members are involved, will correlate 

to the extent of their knowledge about what the VA is doing for them. 

How can this mode1 be successful when others have failed? 1 believe that the VA 

should learn from the mistakes of other such models as well as look to the 

successes of others. Every case is different. As long as the three governrnents and 

the community foster working partnerships for a common goal, and enthusiasm 

persists, the VA can be successful. 

Does there need to be a conflict resolution mechanism established? If sol what 

might it look like? I would suggest there will be conflict throughout the 

implementation of the VA. 1 do not, however, have a sense that the three 

governments envision a formal conflict resolution mechanisrn bei ng established. The 

CCB component could provide support for al1 participants in the VA through areas 

such as facilitation. mediation or consensus buildina. 



June 15.2000 - CCB subcommittee meetinq 

The CCB subcornrnittee membership continues to be fluid and includes approximately 

12 people. Attendance at meetings depends on member's availability. This meeting's 

discussion included the CCB minutes of the management committee's May 29, 2000 day 

long meeting regarding longer-terni initiatives and the development of a strategic plan. 

The management committee would like the CCB subcornmittee to develop a framework 

of guiding principIes. Also, both comrnittees would like to get a sense of existing 

governrnent initiatives (within any of the threes tevels of govemment) that have or are 

building capacity. What can be learned frorn these examples? The CCB group also 

discussed the management comrnittee's desire to incorporate an educational component 

for the cornmunity. The idea of an educational forum with community and municipal, 

provincial and federal government participation was suggested. The CCB subcommittee 

would ask the community to play a key role in shaping the forum to ensure their 

participation in the activity as well as to focus on the issues important to them. 

For the next meeting, I was requested to select and present some guiding principles 

from existing CC6 subcommittee documents as well as from samples of other 

organizations. AI1 committees and subcommittees would use the guiding ptinciples as a 

tool kit or checklist under the VA. This tool kit was to be a quick and easy reference for 

cornmittees to ensure they are addressing the capacity building component under the 

Agreement. 

June 19. 2000 - Telephone conversation with Edmonton Economic Development 

Initiative representative 

To supplement the Iimited print material available regarding the Edmonton Economic 

Development Initiative (EEDI), I phoned the City of Edmonton to learn more. 1 was 



advised to speak to a certain individuai at Western Econornic Diversification - Edmonton 

(WEDE) who had been involved with Edmonton's Initiative. 

The WEDE spokesperson explained that the EEDl was an agreement established 

primarily to facilitate the three levels of government to work together. Prior to the EEDl 

there was a lot of overlap and duplication of efforts from the municipal, provincial and 

federal governments. Usually governments function independently. However, this idea 

was for the EEDI to provide a forum for the coordination of efforts so that parties were 

not working at cross-purposes. 

As discussed in the Literature Review, I learned that in Edmonton's case the municipal 

government had the responsibility of putting fornard new projects for the three Ievels of 

government's consideration under the EEDI. The WEDE spokesperson indicated there 

was little funding available to the EEDl and each governrnent appeared to have a 

different level of commitrnent to the project. Two significant achievernents came out of 

the EEDI, an Innovation Centre and a feasibility study which led to the development of 

an arts district (a description of the two outcomes is available in the literature review 

section of this project). However, what was to be a five-year initiative faded out after 

three years. Lack of political will and community involvement were thought to be key 

contributing factors. It was the WEDE spokespersonJs opinion that one failing of the 

EEDI was that the initiative was formed before specific target issues were identified. 

Whereas, the spokesperson further cornrnented that with the DTES strategy a need 

already existed and was identified then the VA was built around it. 

I noted there were no apparent capacity building measures built into the EEDl process, 

neither for the three levels of government nor for the community. From the lirnited 



matenal available to me it appeared as though the EEDl was fighting an uphill battle 

throug hout the implernentation process. Wth the three participating governments 

possessing varying Ievels of enthusiasm and a seemingly weak working relationship 

from the very beginning, it is not difficult to understand why the EEDI struggled. Even 

without such obstacles an initiative of this nature is presented with rnany challenges that 

can undennine the entire venture. 

The Middletown visioning case discussed in the literature review section of this paper 

provides another example of the many challenges. The downfall in Middletown was 

poor communication. The parties involved in the visioning did not have a comrnon 

understanding of the ownership of the irnplementation process. The government 

members expected the cornmunity members to take ownership yet that fact was not 

adequately conveyed to the cornmunity members. The process, therefore, never gained 

momentum. 

July 7, 2000 - CCB subcornmittee rneetinq 

I presented the CCB subcornmittee with a set of guiding principles (Appendix C) for 

consideration and feedback. The subcomrnittee felt the guiding principles would 

accompany the draft document from the April20,2000 meeting. The draft document 

would provide the overall approach and the guiding principles would be used as a 

checklist, for CCB under the VA. I was asked to make some adjustments to the draft 

approach document for the next meeting and two other members volunteered to assist. 

The subcommittee discussed cornrnunity involvernent and how best to reach out and 

create an inclusive process. It was suggested that Cornmunity Directions, a coalition of 

DTES residents and comrnunity organizations, would be a suitable group with which to 



start. The organization's goal is to unite the assets of the diverse residents and 

organizations in the area, and to work together to shape their future. While Cornrnunity 

Directions constitutes a fairly wide representation of those in the DTES, the CCB 

subcornmittee recognized there will still be sorne gaps. 

Another idea was to approach past and present participants in Humanities 101 ; a course 

designed to give residents of the DTES who would not ordinarily have the rneans, an 

opportunity to participate in a university level course. The program enabled students to 

learn and express thernselves in ways that Iikely would otherwise not be available to 

thern. Typically the students experience a lot of personal growth and gain seif-esteem 

from being a part of Hurnanities 101. It is my perception that participants of the course 

could be considered excellent exarnples of individuals whose capacities are being built. 

The CC6 subcornmittee felt it appropriate to include Humanities 101 students as their 

persona1 views could provide invaluable input. 

JuIv 28 - Finai CCB subcornrnittee meeting within the tirnelines of the Maior Project 

Due to tirne constraints of a lengthy agenda, the subcornrnittee did not review the 

updated version of the document outlining an  approach to CCB (not included as an 

appendices for confidentiality reasons) written by a collaborative of subcornrnittee 

members including me. The updated document was an attempt to rework some of the 

language contained in an earlier draft by our colleagues. Suffice it to Say that previous 

wording choices to do with the authority and control over the allocation of resources 

needed to be changed. 

Having a community forum and/or workshop in the DTES was discussed. The rnernbers 

felt this would be a productive and formal way to start building capacity in the 



cornmunity. The subcornmittee acknowledged the importance of reaching out to 

residents who have the least voice and have had little or no opportunity for capacity 

building in the past. Government will provide financial resources and along with DTES 

community members, business owners and residents alike, share in deterrnining what 

the forum should look Iike. At this early stage in the planning the idea is that the event 

will last one or two days and with guest speakers, workshops and information sessions. 

Government and DTES cornrnunity mernbers will work together on the event and jointly 

choose experts ta speak and lead sessions at the forum. The intention is to have a 

balance of presenters who will be able to provide al1 attendees, government and 

cornmunity, with options and tools with which they can move foward to help reshape the 

future of the DTES. 

In an effort to reach out to those most affected by initiatives under the VA, the 

subcomrnittee would Iike to work with resident groups best able to rnobilize the 

cornmunity. Comrnunity Directions and Hurnanities 101 students were chosen as the 

appropriate groups to go into the comrnunity and seek input regarding the forum. They 

will be invited to the next meeting. It will be interesting to watch the details of the forum 

unfold and observe the role of CCB. 

Study Findings 

The goal of the DTES strategy is to create a healthy, safe and sustainable DTES 

comrnunity. I believe that in order for this to successfully happen community members 

and governrnents must work collaboratively. The CCB component under the VA is to 

serve as a process that assists community mernbers in ways that enable them to 

participate in addressing issues that affect their fives (VA, 2000). The intent is that 



through the building of capacity, the community mernbers will be able to discover, 

develop and draw on their own diverse range of skills and resources as they work 

together to solve problerns and create change (CCB Subcommittee Document). The 

objective under the VA is to have the three Ievels of government work with the 

cornrnunity on initiatives. Cornrnunity involvement is thought to be key. 

However, as this study showed even in the case of the actual CCB subcornmittee, there 

were a number of steps that had to take place before the cornmunity's input was sought. 

1 believe the three governments did not even realize they first had to build their own 

capacity to work together and corne to a consensus on a CCB frarnework before they 

would be ready to include other parties. One of the challenges is getting coordination 

between the different governments involved in the VA, let alone al1 of the ministries 

within each governrnent. On the surface, municipal, provincial and federal governrnents 

appeared to have a comrnon vision of CCB. Several drafts of definitions, frarneworks 

and guiding principles were put fontvard for discussion at CCB subcommittee meetings. 

However, by the conclusion of this study they were still a work in progress, although 1 

sensed that consensus was not far. 

1 don't believe the idea of the three governments buiiding capacity first among 

themselves, has been considered under the VA. The governments focus, as stated in 

the VA (2000) and evidenced during rny research, is on reaching out to the cornmunity. 

The fact that in rny opinion the CCB subcommittee underwent a capacity building 

process in order to achieve comrnon ground, may not have been recognized by other 

members. 1 have not discussed this observation with any of the subcommittee 

members. The way in which capacity building between the three governments occurred 

with the CCB subcommittee leads me to surmise that al1 the committees under the VA 



could be going through their own similar process. If that is the case, then the 

community's involvement is being delayed on all fronts. 

During many of my meetings, an overriding theme was the interest in learning from other 

models and examples of best pradices in CCB. The Winnipeg Development 

Agreement, Edmonton Economic Development Initiative, the McKnight model, Saul 

AIinsky's work, and Lisbeth Schorr's theories were al1 used in this project and are 

discussed fully in Chapter Two, the Literature Review. These examples al1 provide 

information the VA might benefit from referencing as it develops and implements its own 

model tailored specifically to the DTES community. 

With respect to decision-making processes, I have a greater appreciation of the length of 

time it can take to reach agreement when there is a need for capacity building. As 1 

experienced in the CCB subcommittee, the time frame expands considerably as the 

number of parties involved increases along with the diversity of the range of interests 

represented. Managing the different points of view can present a challenge. Through 

capacity building, people develop skills and the ability to participate in processes. As 

they form new working relationships, participants overcome different viewpoints and 

jointly strive for shared goals. 

As a provincial government employee I can see a need for capacity building throughout 

the hierarchical system. Part of the function of the rninistry 1 work in includes ministry 

staff perforrning a facilitative rote between other ministries. Often there are cross- 

ministry initiatives that move forward more expeditiously when one ministry plays a 

coordinating role. Our rninistry staff can have a difficult time carrying out their 

coordinating role as they often meet with resistance from staff in other ministries. 1 do 



not think people wish to delay the initiative, but rather they are used to working 

independently within their own ministry and not collaboratively with others. 1 believe this 

is only one example within govemment that demonstrates the need for some f o m  of 

capacity building. The building of capacities to analyze and manage conflict, would 

theoretically enable al1 cross-rninistry participants to work together as equals to achieve 

the mutually desired goal. 



CHAPTER 5 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Reflections on the action research and Iiterature review resulted in specific influential 

characteristics being identified as key to successful cornmunity capacity building (CCB): 

community participation and ownership in a process, focusing on assets rather than 

needs, use of facilitation and collaboration, al1 parties having a clear understanding of 

their respective roles and achieving common goals. These items are discussed further 

in the following section. I have highlighted the key characteristics and provided 

examples from the research models as rationale. The characteristics are intended as 

recommendations for the municipal, provincial and federal governments to take into 

consideration with respect to the community capacity building (CCB) component of the 

Vancouver Agreement (VA). 

Recornmendations regarding CCB and the VA 

> Ensure there is community participation and ownership throughout the 

implementation of the VA as these factors will be a key to success. Saul Alinsky's 

community organizing work demonstrated the importance of inclusiveness. He 

believed that al1 community members should play a role in any process that impacts 

their lives. ln Chattanooga, after having been given capacity building tools such as 

facilitation skills, the community took ownership over the visioning initiative and the 

longevity of the efforts are a testament to the success. 

The VA needs to develop a rnechanisrn that will continually monitor and assess the 

DTES community's participation and ownership. One method could be a feedback 



mechanism wherein the three govemments are able to routinely check in with the 

community mernbers and confirm the process is achieving the participation and 

ownership goals. 

Make certain ail individuals involved from each of the three levels of governrnent 

understand the importance of CCB playing a role throughout the VA. The 

experiences in Winnipeg and Edmonton are situations where CCB was not a stated 

prionty. That omission was noted and cornrnents were made by Winnipeg and 

Edmonton representatives when they reflected on their respective urban 

development agreements. As a CCB subcornmittee member I can see that the three 

governments must build their capacities so they can work together. Furthemore, to 

engage the community in a rneaningful way, each cornrnittee and subcommittee 

must have a cornmon CCB framework to draw from. 

A way in which the government participants could gain an understanding of the 

importance of CCB in the VA would be through the involvement of the CCB 

subcommittee in cross-govemment, cross-committee CCB education processes. 

The subcommittee can perforrn an integral role in working with committees and 

subcomrnittees under the other components of the VA. Also, many CCB 

subcommittee members are on other committees and working relationships have 

already been established. 

P Look to the assets of the community members rather than their perceived needs. 

Government should consider al1 identifiable assets as the diverse nature of the 

positive attributes can contribute to CCB in many ways. John McKnight's asset- 



based mode1 acts as the guide for an asset-mapping project being done by a DTES 

coalition called Community Directions. 

Comrnunity Directions' work, widely recognized to represent many of the different 

community interests, presents a significant reflection of the DTES outlook. This 

asset inventory would be a starting point for the governments and community 

members to work as partners in determining how best to utilize and mobilize these 

assets. 

> Include a diverse field of stakeholders and provide training in facilitation and 

collaboration. Benefits of such diversity and training are seen in Chattanooga's 

successful training of 75 stakeholders who were, in tum, able to go into the 

community and build citizen's capacities. Between the 75 stakeholders there was a 

large and diverse enough group that could reach out to and engage a high 

percentage of the community rnembers in the visioning process. 

The three levels of government, working in conjunction with a cross section of 

community groups, should identify a representative portion of the DTES population 

that could be approached to participate in training sessions. 

> Utilize a collaborative approach. Such an approach can sewe to break down 

barriers between participants and form new working relationships. Lisbeth Schorr 

believes that the streamlining of energy and resources will lead to much more 

efficient results than independent efforts. One of the reasons for establishing the VA 

was to have a formal mechanism for the coordination of the three governments' 

initiatives. 



Collaboration must continue as a part of building the capacities among the levels of 

govemment as well as the cornmunity's capacity- Creating and keeping an open 

dialogue between al1 governments and the DTES cornmunity is key to a collaborative 

initiative. 

> Be clear about participantsr roles and responsibilities. Middletown's experience 

provided a valuable lesson in assumptions regarding the roles and responsibilities of 

participants in a process. The government believed the community mernbers had 

taken ownership of the visioning initiative and the cornmunity thought the 

government was the lead. Thus, little progress was made. 

To clarify al[ VA participants' roles and responsibilities a format that works for the 

community rnembers and governrnent must be established. One possible format is a 

written document which explicitly outlines roles and responsibilities and is agreed to 

by aIl parties. 

P Explore working with existing leaders frorn within the community. Over the duration 

of this study I do not recaii the idea of looking at how DTES community leaders might 

play a role in CCB. Saul Alinsky found success when he brought community leaders 

together to build their capacities so they could eventually work as a collective toward 

common goals for the entire community. This collaborative approach also ties into 

Schorr's theory about the strength gained from working together. 

The municipal, provincial and federal governments could attend a facilitated meeting 

with al1 the various DTES community leaders. This meeting would be a forum for aII 



attendees to participate equally and work toward common solutions for common 

goals. 

P Put rneasures in place under the VA that will ensure a continuity of reliable resources 

for the DTES citizens. As outlined in Schorr's work on community-based 

development, the continuity of reliable resources is important for a comrnunity's 

stability. Communities such as the DTES already face a daunting number of 

challenges in their quest for a healthy and safe community. Reaching their goals is 

that much more difficult when communities cannot rely on a continuity of resources 

for example, government subsidized rent for a non-profit group. Rather than being 

able to move foward with other initiatives, time, energy and other resources are 

expended trying to secure those ongoing avenues of support that are subject to 

government funding or political will. 

An example of such a measure to sustain a continuity of reliable resources for the 

community could be in the form of the three governments making a long-term 

funding comrnitment in writing. DTES citizens would need to contribute to the design 

and specific intent of the govemments' commitment, so the community's needs are 

appropriately addressed. 

P Focus on a vision of CCB for the VA and strive to make it a reality. My perception is 

that the three governments do wish to include CCB in rnost, if not all, aspects of the 

VA. Yet, over the eight-month course of this study there has been only a general 

verbal consensus on the concept of CCB under the VA. To my knowledge, a CCB 

framework with guiding principles for use by al1 components of the VA, has not been 

officially signed off with approval by the govemrnents. 



In order for CCB to play an active role and rnake a difference in the way in which the 

VA is implemented, govemments must confimi their joint vision of CCB in writing and 

in practice. This vision will then provide the framework for al1 cornmittees and 

subcornrnittees to reference. 

Leam frorn both the successes and the challenges experienced in other jurisdictions 

that have irnplemented CCB measures. The longevity of Chattanooga's visioning 

process provides insight into successful CCB techniques that could be adapted for 

the DTES. Examples are: having community ownership of a process, including a 

diverse field of stakeholders and providing training. Middletown's struggles 

emphasized the importance of open communication and ensuring al1 parties 

understand the parameters of participants' roles. 

The governrnents could designate one staff member from each of the three levels 

working on the VA to research the practices of other jurisdictions or models. The 

findings and recommendations would be brought back to a specific VA cornmittee for 

review. Furthermore, DTES comrnunity members must be included in this review 

process so the residents' requirements are refiected in any implernentation decisions 

made. 

The purpose of this study was to explore approaches to CCB within the context of the 

VA. The evidence gathered supports the way in which CCB can positively contribute to 

a comrnunity's developrnent. Consequently, 1 am of the opinion that CCB must play an 

essential role in the DTES Strategy of the VA. The municipal, provincial and federal 

governrnents will need to be the initiators of the CCB rneasures and their efforts will 



need to include the DTES citizens, Participation should be in the f o m  of a collaborative 

process with al1 parties able to jointly contribute to achieving a mutual goal. I believe 

that unless given a determined effort by the three governments, the actual success of al1 

the above-recornrnended approaches to CCB under the VA will, however, be 

compromised- 

As the VA proceeds through the stages of the five-year plan, additional research with 

respect to topical CCB issues would be useful. The research could involve an 

evaluation of the role CCB has played in the VA or perhaps examine the applicability of 

other models that surface. Whatever research is undertaken must consider the curent 

needs of al1 parties, the government's and those of the DTES community. 
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DRAFT #1 

Community Capacity Building and the Vancouver Agreement 

Prepared for: Community Capacity Building Committee 
FOR DISCUSSION 

BACKGROUND 

The governments of Canada, British Columbia and the City of Vancouver, as 
signatories to the Vancouver Agreement (VA), have committed to develop and 
implement a coordinated strategy to promote and support sustainable economic, 
social, and community development. The initial focus of the VA is the Downtown 
Eastside (DTES) section of Vancouver. 

The focus includes a DTES Strategy comprised of goals, objectives and 
principles aimed to address the unique and diverse characteristics of the 
community. The Strategy proposes three equal components: Community Health 
and Safety (CHS), Economic and Social Development (ESD), and Community 
Capacity Building (CCB). To date, CCB is the only component that has not been 
actively worked on; yet, it is seen by atl three levels of governrnent as an integral 
part of the VA. 

CCB is not a stand-alone process, it is fluid and can be incorporated into not only 
both the CHS and ESD components of the Vancouver Agreement, but any other 
community-oriented initiative. 

WORKING DEFINITION OF COMMUNITY CAPACITY BUILDING 

Community Capacity Building is a process in which community members 
participate in decision-making that will impact their lives. The idea is to create a 
framework for consulting and empowering the community so the people driving 
change are those who would be directly impacted. 

The Vancouver Agreement recognizes the multicultural and multilinguistic nature 
of the DTES communities and that there is respect for people regardless of their 
situation. It is understood that with this diversity comes an array of values, some 
of which conflict and compete with one another. The CCB component of the VA 
should address these challenges through community participation and 
engagement. 



B-2 

Objectives as outlined in the VA are: 

Develop and pilot new networks of communication that help to coordinate the 
implementation of activities and projects. 

Develop public input processes that empower the community and include 
them in decision-making. 

Establish participation processes, which include representation from DTES 
communities, to advise the Policy Committee, and to develop proposals for 
their consideration. 

Develop opportunities for the community to consult with experts so that 
actions are based on the latest information available 

Hold symposiums and workshops, and draw on experts as required 

LEARNING FROM OTHER MODELS 

Other Canadian cities that have signed a tripartite government agreement with 
similar goals to Vancouver, are Edmonton and Winnipeg. Neither of these two 
urban development agreements included a Community Capacity Building 
component from the outset. 

The Vancouver Agreement Management Committee had an opportunity to rneet 
with officiais involved in the Winnipeg project. This allowed for discussions 
regarding what Winnipeg, afier (?) years into its plan, has found to be both 
successful and unsuccessful. Winnipeg acknowledged that it would have 
benefited from setting up a CCB process at the early stages of its Agreement and 
is now trying to make up for the initial oversight. Winnipeg's experience 
reinforces the importance of Vancouver actively working to incorporate CCB as 
quickly as possible. 

LINKING COMMUNITY CAPACITY BUILDING TO COMMUNITY HEALTH AND 
SAFETY AND ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT 

Community Capacity Building, as an equal component of the Vancouver 
Agreement, can and should be woven into the Community Health and Safety, 
and Economic and Social Developrnent components. Whatever the issue, in 
order for the Agreement to be successful the DTES community needs to be 
involved. Whether it is looking at ways to reduce crime or provide adequate 
housing, in order for there to be long term, sustainable, positive change, the 
people with first-hand experience of the issues must be active participants. 



EXPECTATIONS 

The CCB framework is to be a fluid and dynamic mode1 that acts as a guide for 
parties while enabling them to adapt portions depending on the issue, need, etc. 
The city, province and federal govemment will al1 be involved in shaping the 
process in conjunction with the DTES community. Success can only be achieved 
with community participation and input. 

HOW TO INVOLVE THE DTES COMMUNITY 

Given that the DTES community has been the subject of numerous studies 
resulting in comparatively littie positive change, it may be difficult to garner 
involvement. Furthermore, the challenge remains of getting participation from a 
true representation of the population. There will need to be a strategy to deal 
with the fact that in the past it has not necessarily been actual residents who 
have had the opportunity to speak out on matters that ultimately affect their lives. 
Part of the capacity building will need to look at ways to empower the residents 
so they can, in their own right, gain ownership of processes and structure them in 
ways that will meet their own criteria for success. 

In keeping with the spirit of capacity building being a dynamic process, the three 
governments will also need to continue working together and maintain an open 
dialogue throughout the five-year Agreement. Because each government has a 
different relationship with the DTES and a different level of involvement in terms 
of resources and funding, over time, the levels of cornrnitment may change. It 
will be incumbent upon the governrnents to ensure the priorities of the 
Agreement do not get comprornised. 

CURRENT INITIATIVES 

One method for CCB is drawing from the community's strengths such as existing 
capacity building processes that have been proven to work. In the DTES such 
examples are: Four Corners Savings, Blade Runners, United We Can, 
Humanities 101, housing coops, and mural painting. The dental clinic is hoped to 
be another means for building capacity in the DTES. 

ESTABLISHING A WORK PLAN 

How do the three levels of government eovision moving folward with this? 
What needs to be done between 'internally' before reaching out to include the 
DTES? 



DRAFT 

Guiding Principles - For Discussion JuIy 7 CCB Meeting 

Goals/mission of initiative should be clearly stated and understood by al1 parties 
involved 
Initiative-specific monitoring and reporting processes should be established and 
mutually agreed upon by al1 parties 
Policies should be designed by al1 parties and support the achievernents of the 
goats/mission 
Definitions of authority and responsibiiity should be established by al1 parties 
The necessary knowledge, skills and tools to support the achievement of the 
objectives should be identified by al1 parties 
Resources for training, skill-building and other identified opportunities should be 
provided by government in agreement with residents and community mernbers 
Residents should be provided with the resources to acquire skills and knowledge to 
continue with initiatives in a sustainable manner 
Cornplaint and conflict resolution mechanisms should be established and agreed 
upon by al1 parties 
Processes should be in place to ensure input is sought from community groups and 
residents, particulariy those most directly affected by the initiative 
A strategic plan with timelines and targets should be developed by al1 parties 
All parties should work collaboratively as equal partners in the implernentation of the 
initiative. Where gaps in capacity are identified, the parties should jointly determine 
how they are to be addressed 
AI1 parties should be encouraged to communicate and work cooperatively. Diversity 
should be acknowledged, valued and respected. 




